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A Computational Model for Learner's
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A goal of the research is to develop an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that
adapts the delivery of instruction according to the learner's needs by taking into
account learner's motivation states. Long-term and short-term parameters
involved in the learning process are identified. We have found that learner's
motivation has strong influence on the learning achievement. A computational
model to represent learner's motivational states, using Bayesian network, is
proposed. This model is further used to plan the individualized tutoring actions.
This probabilistic model is the key to represent both learner 's knowledge and
motivational states.

Keywords: ITS, Student Modeling, Motivation, Bayesian Network

1 Introduction

When designing an ITS system, usually, the first consideration is the teaching side, that is, deciding what to
teach, what teaching strategies to apply, and what sequence of instruction to follow to facilitate learning.
Although all these tasks are of unquestionable importance, to whom to teach, that is, the learning side should
not be ignored. Teaching involves knowing what the learner wants or needs to study and planning the
teaching material that leads to the desired learning outcome. However, since learners come with different
background knowledge and needs, planning the individualized tutoring is not a trivial task.

Both background knowledge and motivational states of the learner have strong influence on the learning
outcomes. Educational psychologists have revealed that human's motivational states are the driving forces
for learning. In other words, no matter how attractive the lecture is, the learner will not benefit from it if
he/she does not have the willing to engage in the learning process. But since bandwidth between the teacher
and learner in a conventional classroom environment is relatively unlimited, human teachers may have a
chance to bring the unmotivated learner back to the class. In the virtual classroom, the virtual tutor must be
equipped with a mechanism to increase learner's knowledge via diagnosis of learner's motivational states
and plan the tutoring while keeping learner motivated. We will see that, although motivatiolitcannot be
transferred from person to person, there are some principles explaining the increase (or decrease)* of
motivation.

A goal of this research is to develop a framework of an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) that adjusts
instructions to the individual learner's needs by taking into account the motivational states of the learner [1].
A key task is increasing the bandwidth between learner and the ITS system. In order to increase the
bandwidth, one must find out the hidden relationship in the learner's behavior and observed learning
outcomes. Usually, learning outcome is associated to the learner's knowledge level, only. In this research,
we first observe what actions contribute to increase learner's motivation to engage in the tutoring and then to
plan a course of actions.

2 The Nature of Human Learning



What makes the learning process easy for one and hard for others? Looking for the answer is the primary
concern of educational psychologists. In this section, we look further into the parameters influencing the
human learning process.

2.1 Human learning parameters

In educational psychology individual's learning aptitude difference is explained in terms of several external
and internal causes [2-5]. The external sources are usually associated to causes beyond the learner's control
like the type of media or the learning environment that affect the quality of learning outcome. On the other
hand, internal sources are associated with the learner's own parameters like abilities and motivations. In this
work, we focus on the internal causes.
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Figure 1, shows the set of parameters that influence
the learning process. Each block in the model
represents the set of parameters that describe the1 Long tenn

properties
learning process, and the arrows indicate the
direction of the influence. The first two parameters
depict the learner's intrinsic characteristics. It
comprises the learner's current amount of
knowledge and aspects describing the learner's
unconscious learning drives, like the motivation to
learn. The learner's characteristics, in turn, are
relevant to his/her behavior. It comprises the

properties
Short term conscious learning drives used to measure how

much effort his is putting to learn the new material.
As the result of the learner's behavior, his /her
achievement can be measured by the learning
outcomes. The achieved learning outcome, in turn,
is fed back to the current amount of knowledge. In
Section 3 we specify parameters comprising each
block.

Figure 1 Human learning parameters

Among the subject's characteristics, one parameter that receives special attention in educational psychology
is the motivation that drives learning. Motivation can be classified in two types: extrinsic and intrinsic [4].
Extrinsic motivators comprise external driving forces like studying to pass an exam or to receive a reward.
The intrinsic motivators, on the other hand, are internal forces inherent to the individual like the interest in
the subject matter or the desire to be successful. The ideal is that both motivators influence learners, but the
reality is different. Usually extrinsic motivators, like grades and prizes, become the objective in the
classroom. Unfortunately, extrinsic motivators tend to have a short-term effect and affect the learning
activity [5,4]. The intrinsic motivators are the parameters that generate learning results in long-term
perspectives. The favor to intrinsic motivators can be observed in a study conducted in [6]. The explanation
found is consistent with what is known about the relationship between extrinsic motivations (such as grades)
and intrinsic motivation (such as challenging tasks): extrinsic motivators tend to inhibit intrinsic motivators.
That is, if learners were given the choice, they would rather choose easier exams in order to get high grades
than selecting more challenging tasks.

Based on this argument, the proposed tutoring system emphasizes learner's intrinsic characteristics like
abilities, progress, and confidence. It does not mean that extrinsic motivators are useless (test gpades are not
excluded in our system). Rather, the ideal is to balance both kinds of motivating drives. In the .next
subsection, the theories and principles that support our idea are explained.

2.2 The motivational and learning principles

We think that learning occurs only if the learner is motivated to learn. This desire to learn, whether intrinsic
or extrinsic, is the driving force of how much effort the learner is willing to put in order to learn (see Figure
1). These efforts will be measured taking into account the learner's observable behaviors such as the time
spent to read a lesson or the frequency of visiting the same lesson to study. Herewith, we define the intrinsic
characteristics that later will serve as the backbone of the student model.
1. Motivation: Motivational state is the force that drives the learner to engage in an activity because of a

feeling of need or desire. Though motivation cannot be transferred, it may increase (or decrease)



depending on the situation that the learner is faced. One of the situations in which changes in
motivational states may be observed is when the learner is presented tasks that fall in a range of
challenge such that success is perceived but not certain [7]. Besides the perceived probability of success,
others works [2,3] suggest also that the value of obtaining goal and acknowledge of progress are factors
affecting motivation.

2. Learning: Learning is the ultimately desired change in behavior and knowledge to be achieved by the
learner. Because of different background, motivational states and goals, learning results in different
acquisition rate and outcomes. With regard to the factors influencing learning, readiness to understand
the instruction is an essential requirement. Prerequisite knowledge is suggested as a measure of
readiness. Anxiety and uncertainty of achieving goal have negative influences on learning.

3. Interest and progress: The acquisition of an ability or skill is a potential activator of interest since
people tend to repeat things in which they are successful [4]. That is, when learners obtain evidence of
their learning progress, not only interest tends to increase but also performance will be superior to what
it would have been without such acknowledgment. Progress, may be thought of as the sum of learning
achievements.

4. Retention: Retention is a measure of how well learners remember already acquired facts. The longer the
time delay, the lower the retention factor. While time delay decreases retention, rehearsal strengths the
ability to recall old information.

5. Ability degree: The learner's ability degree is a measure of preparedness to learn academic material [3].
We define it as directly dependent on readiness, expertise level, and complexity of the topic. Expertise
level, in turn, is measured by the amount of knowledge the learner has accumulated.

6. Attention: By attention we mean a measure of how the learner is directing his/her mind to the given task.
We define it as the result of the positive influence of motivation and ability degree and the negative
influence of distraction due to complexity of topic.

7. Effort: The effort tells us how the learner is behaving in order to achieve learning goals. Since it is not
possible to observe it directly, we measure it by the frequency of dedicating to the study (frequency of
use), the time delay between studies, the amount of time engaged in reading (time for reading), whether
the learner performs the tasks (practice), and whether non-mastered topics are rehearsed (rehearsal).

It is obvious that intrinsic motivators are difficult to measure. Choosing challenging tasks neither brings
immediate results nor it is Easily measured. Marks and points, on the other hand, are concrete measures,
easily interpreted and cause immediate satisfaction. The first task is to use intrinsic motivators in the student
model such that they bring immediate and measurable results. The node] presented in the next section
covers this.

3 Student Modeling Task

In this section, we present the student model, using Bayesian network, based on the parameters mentioned in
Section 2. The student model is divided in two parts: the motivational mo del and the knowledge model. The
motivational model is generic, domain independent and applies to all learners. The knowledge model, on the
other hand, is domain specific. The subject matter chosen for knowledge model is the concepts of the C
programming language.

3.1 Modeling learner's motivational states

Tutoring based on the learner's motivation requires a mechanism to diagnose motivational states. Here, we
take an approach that complements the limitation of existing proposals, such as [8]. Howler, i may
introduce a new burden in creating motivational diagnosis. It is due to the modeling process and the task of
estimating the probabilities for all variables in the network. On the other hand, the advantage is that it
eliminates the learner's burden because the diagnosis is running in background mode while the learner is
using the system.

Building a student model based on Bayesian network requires two distinct tasks: the qualitative part that
concerns the modeling of relevant variables involved in the domain, and the quantitative part that deals with
the probabilities. As we are interested in representing the student motivational model, the qualitative
modeling is concerned with the problems of identifying what information about the learner will be modeled
and how that information will be modeled. In the quantitative modeling, we are concerned with the problem
of specifying how the probabilities will be computed.



3.1.1 Qualitative analysis: encoding of dependence

The difficult part in the qualitative analysis is to find out how the variables influence each other. Our starting
point was the learning parameters described in Figure 1: knowledge states, learning drives, learner's
behavior, and learning achievements. These rough sets were further expanded based on the learning and
motivational principles explained in Section 2. The refinement is done top-down: start from the first
parameter down to the last one. The result is depicted in a network of Figure 2. The nodes in the network are
divided into two types: directly observable nodes denoted by dashed-lines, and unobservable ones
represented by solid-lines. The graph encodes the causal dependency among the motivational aspects
relevant in the process. The common positioning of the variables is from cause to effect. An arrow from A to
B is read as "A influences (or affects) B". For example, readiness is a factor that influences (or affects)
motivation; ability influences attention.

Figure 2 Student's motivational states model

3.1.2 Quantitative analysis: expressing in numbers

The nodes probabilities may come from two different sources: probabilities set by experts and probabilities
coming from repetitive calibration. It is worth mentioning that obtaining exact numbers is not really crucial
since we are interested in the changes between the parameters rather than the values. In many cases, the
advantages of Bayesian networks outweigh the load of eliciting the numbers. For example, local) oncoding
of information is an important aspect. Deleting or adding new information does not requirrihe whole
network be revised.

Initially, the probabilities in the student motivational model are rough estimations. The principles behind
learning and motivation were translated to sentences like:

or
There is a high probability that motivated learners (motivation) works harder (effort)

There is a low probability that the learner is persistent (persistence) if the task completion ratio is low
(task completion ratio).

We repeated this example for all variables in the network. Next, the qualitative terms like high and low are
expressed in numbers. Finally, using a Bayesian network editor that we have built, those values are tested
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with repetitive calibration.

3.2 Modeling learner's knowledge states

Now, the qualitative and quantitative analyses for the student knowledge model are discussed.

3.2.1 Qualitative modeling: semantic of the network

The network depicted in Figure 3 represents the Bayesian network for the student knowledge models. Again
there are two kinds of nodes: knowledge units and test nodes. Knowledge units represent relevant concepts
comprising the domain to be taught. Test nodes represent problems that serve to verify the understanding
level of each knowledge unit.

In order to build the Bayesian network of Figure 3 we start by eliciting the knowledge units comprising the
domain, represented by a solid node, and ranking them according to the difficulty/complexity of the unit. For
example, if a unit does not require mastery of other units, then it is a candidate to be in the easiest level.
Another unit that requires just mastery of the easiest level unit is the candidate to be the second easiest level,
and so on.
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Figure 3 Student's domain knowledge model

Besides this classification, we have to find out how to represent those knowledge units in the network.
Usually, Bayesian network is modeled based on cause-effect relationship. Since this is not easily perceived
in our case, we extracted the factors that describe the units such as description, usage, and limitation. This
analysis helps us to understand the hidden relationship between apparently unrelated units. We observed that
some units fulfill the limitation of other units: for example, array and structure. In other cases, units present
similarity in usage: for example, pointers and references. A link is added between those unit" order to
depict the fact that knowing one unit makes the probability of understanding the related unit more likely.
Depending on the relevance of the knowledge unit within the domain, we can add more test nodes to the unit.
In this example, since "Function", "Array", and "Pointer" play an important role within the domain of
programming language, we can elaborate several test nodes covering those concepts.

The line of reasoning is as follows: if the learner solves correctly a problem associated to a knowledge unit,
then the probability of knowing that unit increases. A link is added between knowledge unit and test node if
it is required to know the unit in order to solve the problem. We add a link between knowledge units if exists
a relevance relationship between them. Of course there is a tradeoff between compactness and preciseness.
For example, learning about the "Fundamental data types" is essential for all remaining knowledge units,
which we would have to add a link between that node and all other units. But, considering the precedence
condition of the concepts, we were able to limit the links only to the directly relevant knowledge, such as
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"Sequence expressions" and "Enumeration".

3.2.2 Quantitative modeling: dealing with probabilities

For each variable in the network, there is a conditional probability table (CPT) with respect to its parent
nodes. For example, for the node "Test14", we have a CPT associating the "Test14" node to its parent nodes
"Pointer" and "Function" knowledge units. That is, in order to answer the test correctly, the learner must
understand both pointer and function. If the learner answers it correctly, it is inferred that he understands
both units. If, however, the test was answered incorrectly, then, in the absence of other evidences, the
associated units are considered not mastered yet. Suppose that we have already collected evidences that the
learner knows about functions. In this case, rather than inferring both units as not mastered, it is more likely
that only pointers have not been mastered yet. After including all the evidences and propagating the
probabilities through the adjacent nodes, the network reaches an equilibrium state and we obtain the
probability of the learner being in mastered level in each knowledge unit.

3.3 How the model works

Since learning occurs only if the learner has the desire or motivation to learn, the task we are concerned with
is to keep the learner motivated to complete the tutoring. Consequently, the problems are: how to assess
learner's motivational states and how to proceed tutoring in order to keep (or increase) motivation.

Let's consider the following situations: a novice learner who spends a long time without accessing the
tutorial comes back to continue the lessons. Because of the long time delay between lessons, it is likely that
he/she forgot something about the past lessons and needs a review. But, at the same time, the novice learner
would probably become more motivated if he/she made some progress. In another case, an intermediate
learner is apparently loosing motivation because of repetitive unsuccessful response to exercises.

In each case, the system can infer different treatments for each learner needs and set appropriate courses of
actions. Therefore, the model will be used to perform the following tasks:

1. Monitoring: observe the learner in a sequence of interactions to adjust prior belie fs about learner's
knowledge and learning drives.

2. Inference: because only a limited number of events are observable, infer what these directly observable
actions tell about the other parameters.

3. Prediction: predict learner's knowledge and motivational states in the next interaction given the
information currently available.

To depict the evolution of the tutoring, we represent the learning cycle as a dynamic process, as shown in
Figure :=1. At each interaction, the learning achievement increases (or decreases) the amount of knowledge
the learner possesses in the next interaction, which indirectly increases the motivational states. Including
temporal characteristic is important because if episodic interactions were considered, the learner's
motivation, for example, would be inferred based on the current situation without taking into account past
failure or success in outcome.
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Figure 4 The dynamic process of tutoring

Dynamic Bayesian network [9] provides a mechanism to foresee the probability of interest in the next state



with regard to the current beliefs. That mechanism is called probabilistic projection and can be performed by
a three step updating cycle called roll-up, estimation, and prediction phases, as suggested in the dynamic
model of Figure 4. Keeping at the most two time slices are sufficient to perform the inferential cycle. Figure
5 depicts the steps for updating a dynamic Bayesian network and below, a brief description of each step.

1. Prediction: suppose the network in Figure 5(a). Assuming that all the values have been calculated in
time slice t-I, i.e., BelP ci), this probability should be incorporated in the next time slice by

estimating Bel(X,). In this step, the predicted probability distribution expected given the evidences

known at time slice t-/ is calculated.

Bel(X ,) = 1,p(x, IX ,_ E,_,)Bel(X ,_,)
x,_,

Where Em is all the evidence at time slice t-1; P is the probability and "^" denotes an estimation.

2. Roll-up: the roll-up is the process of removing the network on time slice 14 and assigning a prior

probability table for the state variables at time t, which is the Bel (X,) (Figure5(b)).

3. Estimation: now, using the standard probabilistic network updating, the probability distribution over
the current time slice t +1 is found and the steps for the next cycle can be repeated (Figure 5(c)).

Bel(X ,)= oP(E,I X,) Be1iX ,)
Where a is normalization constant.

(a) Prediction (b) Rollup (c) Estimation

Figure 5 The updating cycle

4 Planning Actions

Through educators frequently rely on experience and common sense to prepare a curriculum plan, there are
some theories helping educators to organize the lessons and offer learners an easier way to assimilate new
concepts. Following we describe the theories about the sequence of instruction and motivation strategies that
we adopt in our project.
1. Theories about sequence of instruction: helps the instructor to select the next instruction when there

are conflicting candidates.
Simple-to-complex theory: given two concepts A and B, if A is simpler than B, then choose A as
the next candidate.
Laws of organization: if A and B are similar concepts and the learner knows A then the
probability of understanding B becomes higher.

2. Motivational Strategies: dictates the teaching strategies to apply given the learner's motivational states
and experience. Following, some examples of strategies:

Whenever a less motivated or confident learner does a task well, present similar tasks that are
likely to be successful in order to increase his/her confidence and motivation.
If the learner presents high persistence or motivation, let him/her try again the task rather than
promptly presenting the correct answer.
Show the learner his/her motivational and knowledge states in order to stimulate self-monitoring.

The way of actually planning actions and delivering instructions will be treated in the authors' another paper.



5 Discussions

In order to model motivational states, we need a formalism that simultaneously offers mechanisms to: (a)
model the causality explaining the principles involved in the learning process, (b) reason under the
uncertainties inherent to the effects of the process, and (c) represent the temporal changes observed due to
learning. The framework we proposed in this paper can cover all these factors. It is suitable for handling
problems that can be modeled according to certain relevance conditions. In our case, the learning principles
are the conditions that enable us to model the learning parameters. Although it is impossible to identify and
to model all the parameters involved in learning, but Bayesian network's reasoning mechanism is capable of
dealing with incomplete as well as limited amount of data. Moreover, the ability to reason about the problem
without necessarily observing all the variables involved constitutes another advantage.

With respect to the computational advantages of Bayesian networks, the structure of the network allows the
locally encoding of information rather than globally. That is, once the network is consistently built, each
node interacts only with the directly connected nodes [9]. The gain with this property is that addition or
deletion of nodes can be done locally without revising the whole network. Additionally, the computation can
be performed with regard to the adjacent parameters only.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a framework for an intelligent tutoring system that adapts instruction based on the learners'
needs by taking into account learner's motivation states. Our ma in claim is that learner's needs do not refer
only to knowledge needs, but also to motivational needs. The bottleneck, however, is the limited bandwidth
between human and machine. The first thought is, then, to direct the research in the latest technology in
human-machine interface, like natural language understanding or eyes movement reading methods in order
to increase the narrow communication channel. But is it really only the technological bottleneck that hinders
the communication between human and machine? If so, then why human teachers have troubles with their
pupils? This was the question that arose during the development of this work.

The bandwidth problem limits the communication channel, but providing the system all available
information does not guarantee perfect communication. We realized that the cognitive and educational
aspects come first. What is behind the human learning process? Why some students learn faster than the
others? These questions, then, became the priorities in our work. After eliciting the parameters involved in
learning, we faced with the problem of how to make best use of the limited source of information the system
was capable of computing. The computational formalism that fulfilled our needs was Bayesian network.
This probabilistic method not only reasons under limited source of information but also infers about yet
unobserved variables. In this way, we could virtually increase the communication channel.

Planning based on motivational strategies is still in an immature stage and a subject of our forthcoming
paper. For clarity, the student motivational model possesses a large number of parameters, which can be
omitted according to the intended use. Since the model is modularized and domain-independent, it is also
possible to reuse it to teach different domain application. The set of rules to execute motivational strategies
we have defined is simply an adaptation of the motivational principles. Improvements are still needed in this
direction.
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In this paper, we present a fuzzy-based assessment for Peri Tutoring system. The
Perl Tutor is implemented in a multi-domain framework so that it can teach
target domain knowledge by giving supporting knowledge to reinforce the
learning. In order to assess supporting knowledge, an assessment is performed
before the tutoring begins. Its main purpose is to test student' s previous
declarative knowledge of computer programming. At the end of it, a directed
tutoring graph will be generated to optimize the tutoring process.

Keywords: fuzzy rule, assessment, student modeling, multi-domain tutoring

1 Introduction

There exist many works on optimized assessment process concerned with the efficiency of testing and its
completeness. Granularity, prerequisite relationships, Bayesian propagation and neighborhood of
knowledge states are some of the successful attempts employed to increase the efficiency of testing
[2,5,6,13,17]. Yet, even though they could increase the efficiency significantly, they still have too many
burdens given the large knowledge spaces. Fortunately, not all the student models need to be precise to be
useful [10]. To ease the burden to student modeling, a fuzzy approach has been used and has so far worked
quite well [3,10,11].

The purpose of this paper is to present the fuzzy approach in the assessment of student' s knowledge in the
Peri Tutoring System [16], which teach programming language (Perl) by reinforcement from other
supporting languages (C-H- and/or Java). For the effectiveness of reinforcement, the system should quickly
evaluate the student' s knowledge of supporting languages. But the assessment needs not to be in high
precision. Other works related to student modeling almost put their emphasis on the adaptive assessment
during tutoring [14,15,17]. Yet due to the nature of our Perl tutor, we apply an assessment module before
tutoring begins and it consists of two parts: questionnaire and testing. During the questionnaire lost, students
are asked to self-assess their knowledge by filling out a form provided by the system. In order to evaluate
their statements, a testing part is given based on those statements. At the end of the assessment, the tutor will
have a general picture of students' prior knowledge of supporting languages: with which part they are
familiar etc. Since the goal of the assessment is only to get a rough knowledge states for supporting purpose,
it should not take too long to complete. Thus, a coarse granularity with imprecise mastery level is
appropriate.

In the next part of this paper, we briefly discuss the Perl tutoring system followed by the fuzzy logic. Then
we will describe the questionnaire part and the testing part and end with discussion.

' The work related to this paper is funded under the Hong Kong Polytechnic University research grant No.
PolyU5072/98E.



2 Overview of the Peri Tutoring System

Figure 1 illustrates the directed tutoring graph in the system [16]. The three pieces of knowledge items
presented to students are: data type, logical operators and control structures. In the figure,

Each vertex represents a sub-domain;
Each pair of the sub-domain may be connected with a unidirectional or bi-directional arc.
Each arc represents the relationship between two sub-domains.

Moreover, each sub-domain may consist of several vertices, which are the sub-sub-knowledge items of their
parent domain. For example, under ` data type' , we also have ' integer' , ' float' , boolean' etc.

Data
Type

Logical

Operators

Control

Structures

ISO' Tutoring process
Reinforcement
relationships

___oo Possible
relationships (not
included in tutoring
process)

Figure 1 A Digraph of the Perl Tutoring System

C++ [1] and Java share many similarities with Perl, although they, of course, have their own features. See
Table 1 for a comparison.



CDR terms
General

Knowledge piece in
PERL

Knowledge
7 iece in C++

Knowledge
iece in Java

Operators

Numeric operators +,-,*,/, %, ** +,-,*,/, %, +,-,*,/, %,
Relational operators <,<=,>,>-,7,<=>(for

numeric )
lt,le,gt,ge,cmp(for
string)

<,<=,>,>=7 <,<----,>,>=

Equality operators .---,!.=(for numeric)
eq,ne(for string)

_,!=i =-_- I=

Logical operators(binary) &&,ii 8c8c,ii 8c8c,ii
Logical operators(unary) I. I 1 _

Bit manipulation operators ,,k, 1, A, ....,,
8Z, I, A, 84, I, A,

Bit shift operators «, » «, » .« » >»
Auto-increment & auto-
decrement operators

-FF,-- -H-,-- -H-,--

Speical
operators

Conditional
operators

?: ? ?:

Other operators ,x(string operators)

>, \(dereference /ref
erence operator

Sizeof Instanceof

Multiple operators +=, -=, *=, 1=,
%=, &=, 1=,
«=, »=,
-1-, -=

+ =, -=, *=,
1=, %=, & =,
1=, «=, »=,
>»=, ++ =,
=

Control structures If,if/else,
unless/else,
While, do/while, for,
continue, goto

Notes:labled loops
can be used within
for, while, or do

If, if/else,
while,
do/while, for,
continue, goto,
switch, break

if, if/else,
while,
do/while, for,
continue,
break, switch

Notes:labled
loops can be
used within
for, while, or
do

Special structures Foreach
Redo

Exit

Table 1 Similarities and differences in C++, Java and Perl

CDR represents cross-domain reference' which serves as a dictionary for the domains. It is composed of
basic terms used across the computer language regardless of which language is being referred. If the student
has learned computer language before, he will develop a clear picture of the terms or concepts used, which
serves as a guide for the learning of Peri. Besides, he will also integrate his former learning into his current.
Through this knowledge transfers, the time spent on learning Perl will be greatly reduced [8].

Before tutoring begins, a weight is assigned to every direction of arc that represents the easiness of the
acquisition of one sub-domain (target) after acquiring another (source). Since different students have
different knowledge levels, the weight assigned to the same arc may not be the same. Thus, the weight
across domain is jointly determined by the student model and the characteristics of knowledge (for detailed
explanation, refer to [16] ), i.e.,



wi; = f (ckj, mij)

Where, wu is the weight of arc from i to j.

f: x R., is a non-decreasing function.

dl is an n-dimensional vector representing the similarity of i and j. IN is an mdimensional vector
representing the student model, i.e., the student' s knowledge level of i.
The dimension of cki and m, depends on the number of attributes considered. Moreover, the value of 41 is
predetermined and the value of is determined based on the student model. Thus, the system would carry
an assessment module to test the knowledge of a student towards a specific supporting domain knowledge
before tutoring begins. In this paper, we focus on the determination of mu.

3 The Assessment ModelA Fuzzy Approach

Since the main purpose of the model is to test student' s overall abilities, it is not necessary for us to gain a
very accurate picture of it (although it helps). And somehow we also cannot gain a clear picture of student
history. Thus, we choose a fuzzy approach in analyzing the student' s performance, and we believe that the
imprecise assessment of the student' s prior knowledge level is adequate.

3.1 The ' neighborhood of knowledge states'

The knowledge state has been defined as the subset of knowledge items from a large item pool that can be
mastered by students [4]. Remember that knowledge items in different domains are identified by their names,
which in turn are determined by a cross-domain vocabulary. Besides, each item is characterized by its
relationship with other items. The neighborhood of a knowledge state was defined by Falmagne and
Doignon [7] as all other states within a distance of at most one. It has been utilized for adaptive assessment
by Dowling et. al. [6]. In our system, we will not measure the exact distance within knowledge items, but we
adopt it from another perspective. We define the neighbors of a knowledge item as the possible knowledge
items which could be mastered in association with it. Let us have a look at an example.

Example I.

I. <' <=' represent ' less than' and less than or equal to' respectively, and they are relational operators.
2. >' >=.' represent greater than' and greater than or equal to' respectively.
3. ==' ! =' represent equal to' and not equal to' respectively, and they are equality operators.
4. <' <=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
5. >' >=' can be used for both numeric and strings.
6. ! =' can be used for both numeric and strings.
7. Numeric is data type.
8. Strings are data type.
9. The relational and equality operators can be used for all data types, numbers, expressions or their

combinations.

Let Ms(X) denotes the student is sure to have mastered X. And Mi(Y) denotes the student is likely to have
mastered Y. Where X,Y are sets of knowledge items. Then,

e2r.

Ms(X) 0 M1(Y) can be interpreted as "if the student is sure to have mastered X, then he/she is likely to have
mastered Y."

Then we will have:
1. Ms(1) M1 {2,4,7,8}

2. Ms(3)0 M1 {6,7,8}

3. Ms{4,5,6}0 Ms{7,8}
4. Ms(910 Ms{1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8}

For example, if the student knows well how to make comparisons for numeric and strings, then we assume
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that he/she is sure to have mastered: what is numeric, what is a string and the usage of the operators.
Although we cannot determine that whether he masters other data types or not (that is, he is likely to have
mastered other data types such as float etc), we can assess student' s knowledge state without having to
extensively test his abilities of each knowledge item he/she may have learned. Therefore, test items in our
model may test knowledge items in a wider ranger than similar work by Collins et. al. [2].

3.2 Fuzzy Logic

To express precisely the notion "sure", "likely" or "unlikely", we adopt fuzzy set methods and therefore
using fuzzy rule for the inferences. For example, we define

Answer = {True, False). And Al, A2 c Answer, thus

Ai = lim(T)/True + µm(F)/False

Confidence = {unlikely, likely, sure). And B1, B2 c Confidence, thus

Bi = pai(u)/unlikely +1180/likely +1.43i(s)/sure

Assume we have two rules: RI: Al -4 B1 and R2: A2 * B2

Then, by Mamdani' s direct methods:

B' = A' o R

Where, R = R1 L.) R2

Ri =
[(T,u) (T,1)14, (T, s)

p.tRi(F,u) tiRi(F,1) plizi(F,$) and 11%0(30 = gAi(X) A IlBi(Y)

Note here that all operators used, such as: +, /, c, A, L.), and o, are defined in fuzzy domain?

To illustrate it, let us assume that Al is "doing well in bit shift operator", A2 is "doing bad in bit shift
operator", B1 is "understand bit manipulation if doing well in bit shift operator", and B2 is "understand bit
manipulation if doing bad in bit shift operator". Then, we can assign values such as:

Al = 1.0/T A2 = 1.0/F

BI = 0.5/1+ 0.5/s B2= 1.0/u + 0.1/1

And satisfied: RI: Al > B1 and R2: A2 > B2. Thus,

RI

R2

11AI (T)

11AI (F)

11-A2 (T)

11A2 (F)

Um (u)
0

1.0 0

0 0

[0

.01

11B1(1) 11Bi(5)
0.5 0.5

0.5 0.5

0 0

11B2(u) Po2(1) 142(5)
1.0 0.1 0

0 0

1.0 0.1

2 Many books [18,19,20] in fuzzy set theory provide good explanations on these operators. We are not going
to explain it further in this paper due to limited space.



With two rules, the fuzzy relation Ri is made from the implication Ai 3 Bi (in this case, i=1,2). The
compiled fuzzy relation R is given as Mamdani' s method:

R = R1 v R2, computed as:

[ 0 0.5 0.5
R=

1.0 0.1 0
Now, assume after a series of testing, a student performance show A' = 0.9/T + 0.2/F in doing bit shift
operator. Then, we can calculate his performance in bit manipulation as:

B' = A' o R
u 1

T F 0.5 0.5
[0.9 0.2] 0

1 1.0 0.1 0

[(0.9 A 0) v (0.2 A 1.0),

(0.9 A 0.5) v (0.2 A 0.1),
(0.9 A 0.5) v (0.2 A 0)]

[0.2 0.5 0.5]

B' = A' o R = 0.2/u + 0.5/1 + 0.5/s

Which shows 0.5 likely to understand, 0.5 surely to understand and only 0.2 unlikely to understand bit
manipulation.

4 Questionnaire and Testing

The questionnaire part consists of a series of knowledge items to be checked by students. The knowledge
items are grouped into several groups based on the their similarities and difficulties. Then, students are asked
to fill the form about their mastery level in each group. Five grades are provided for each answer, i.e., very
familiar, familiar, moderately familiar, not familiar, and never heard. After students provided their answers,
the system retrieves a series of testing questions based on the difficulty (upper limit) of students' answers,
especially for the items marked moderately familiar' . But it does not mean that the presumably mastered
items are not tested at all. Even the items marked very familiar' will be tested, but with a very low
probability. Testing could be in the forms of short program lists or short questions, which are made as short,
clear, and simple as possible. The reason is to avoid noise or errors which do not come from student
knowledge iteself. In order to avoid ambiguity in judging knowledge level when the question is not
answered well, every question only consists few higher level concepts to be handled.

Moreover, an average of membership value is used if the same item occurs in several questions. (We can use
Bayesian update but with higher cost, i.e., to set all the conditional probability among every question).
For example, if from question 1, 2 and 3, a student performance on bit manipulation' shows

0.8/T + 0.2/F, 0.9/T + 0.3/F, and 1.0/T + 0.1/F respectively,

then the overall performance is, simply, the average, i.e., 0.9/T + 0.2/F.

If the question needed does not exist in the database, then a similar question is retrieved. The measure of
similarity is based on the maximum number of high level concept appeared.

Prerequisite relationship

In addition to the neighborhood relationships, prerequisite relationships are also applied. The prerequisite
relationship provides not only test item ordering criteria in a "strong" sense, but also in a "weak" sense. In

ordinary prerequisite criteria P(A, B) denotes "A is prerequisite of B". In our extended criteria, we introduce
A' as:



If A' is closely related to A and Ms(A' ) 0 Ms(A)

then we have P' (A' , B), that is, A' is weakly prerequisite of B.

So, if students have mastered item A' , we have: they are sure to have mastered B without testing whether
they have mastered item A or not. By doing this, we can largely tighten the testing items and thus save more
time.

5 Discussion

To know student' s learning history and his knowledge level, we cannot ask them too detailed questions in
order to gain a more full picture of their knowledge state (although it helps) since it will make student
modeling itself a kind of a complex system. But we need them to aid in the assessment, so how much trust
should we have in the student's own assessment? This is the question we need answer before we proceed. In
our system, we will not generate the tutoring graph solely based on their answers. Our solution is to test by
giving them several pre-stored test items: if they can write out the outcome correctly, we assume that he has
mastered the knowledge pieces and rules needed for this program.

Thus, the assessment will proceed. Test items need not to be like traditional testing questions in classrooms.
They can be mini-programs or short questions provided that they can be used as a guide to assess students'
mastery level of declarative knowledge.

Furthermore, me also should consider the nature of the language. For example, If the student has studied
both Prolog and Java before, considering the respective relationship of them with Perl, we will still use Java
as supporting knowledge because it is closer to Perl. This factor is called Knowledge Relation (K-R), and it
will be assigned to rAi.

At the end of the self-assessment section, a directed tutoring graph is generated. And student will be tutored
based on it.

Currently, we are constructing the fuzzy rules which are applied for the assessment module, followed by the
implementation and evaluation of it.
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Conceptual maps have been used in many areas as a means of capturing and
representing knowledge. Several authors have explored the use of visual tools to
enhance the learning process. Thinking maps as well as frame games use visual
patterns of relationships (learners thinking processes) to structure knowledge.
Based on their graphical structure it is possible to recognize the thinking
process(es) employed in the map. Several software applications have been
created to support different kinds of maps, but they use proprietary files to
represent their maps. It makes sharing of knowledge difficult and jeopardizes the
widespread use of maps. This paper proposes XML (Extensible Markup
Language) as the language to describe maps. A knowledge construction and
navigation tool (KVT- Knowledge Visualization Tool) has been implemented
using XML to represent the kinds of maps supported by thinking maps and/or
frame games. This paper describes the uses of KVT in education and training
environments.

Keywords: Knowledge Construction and Navigation Systems, Conceptual
Maps, Thinking maps, Frame Games, XML, and Learner Models.

1 Introduction

Conceptual maps have been widely used in many disciplines for different purposes. Concept maps have been
used in education and training as a means of capturing and representing knowledge. Concept maps are just
one of a variety of visual tools employed in schools and corporations. Several authors [2,4,5,6,7,9,10, and 14]
have explored the use of conceptual maps to enhance the learning process.

Several authors [1,3,7, and 14] have used map adaptation techniques in hypermedia systems to offer a
pertinent group of links to a particular user in a particular situation. Existing map-based navigation systems
use different adaptation techniques to change the structure of the map according to the users' goals or
preferences.

In this paper, we present KTV (Knowledge Visualization Tool), a knowledge construction ;;d navigation
tool that allows students and teachers to create XML-based maps in which they can add different kittds of
links to the nodes on the map and navigate throughout the content using their own map. In addition, learners
can introduce their own links or use links suggested by the teacher and/or other learners. Students and
teachers can remove any unwanted link and define the sequence in which the links will appear. XML-maps
are viewed as an important step in the creation of an open representation of maps that facilitates sharing of
knowledge and assessment of students' knowledge by comparing their maps.

2 Visual Concept-Mapping Tools

A Visual concept-mapping tools (maps) have been used for constructing knowledge and capturing
information about people's thinking processes. Because of the many types of maps available, people may
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get confused about what kind of map to choose for a specific problem. Hyerle [4] classifies maps in three
categories:

Informal representations, such as brainstorming webs, web maps, and mind maps, which are used
mainly to support association and creative processes.
Task specific maps or organizers, such as life cycle, text structures, and decision trees, which are
used in specific content areas or tasks.
Thinking process maps, such as concept maps, system thinking maps, and thinking maps, which are
used to represent not only content relationships on a specific area, but also the thinking process or kind
of reasoning behind the map.

Web maps, mind maps, and brainstorming maps have been used to support creative processes. Their
informal structure is useful in areas, such as: brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving,
taking notes, public speaking and planning. Figure 1 shows an example of a mind map created using Mind
Manager® MindJET, LLC [8].

Analysis Techniques

Riport .prOducploit

Word Frequency Analysis
Context Analysis
Planning :& Organization

Data indexing
Concept Development. Concept building

Cross referencing
..Mind Map development

Report Construction Content & linking comment

Organization

Figure 1. Example of a mind map [8].

Task-specific maps or organizers are designed to structure knowledge on a specific area. Figure 2 shows an
example of a simple task-specific map (a classification tree) used in a biology class.

Animals

Aquatic Terrestrial Aerial

Salmon (Elephant Goose

Figure 2. An example of a task-specific map or organizer (classification tree) used in a biology class.

Thinking process maps include concept maps, system maps and thinking maps. Thinking maps [4] are
similar to frame games [6]. They use various kinds of visual patterns to represent information relationships
and mental processes such as: sequencing, identifying attributes, cause-effect reasoning, analogical
reasoning, part/whole reasoning, and classifying information.

Using concept maps [5,6,9, and 10] with different types of links, it is possible to represent more or less the
same mental processes that thinking maps represent. The main disadvantage of concept mapsAver thinking
maps is that their graphical structure does not necessarily reflect the thinking process. Figure 3 shows a
simple example of a concept map.

Figure 3. An excerpt of a concept map [10].
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Thinking maps and frame games integrate knowledge views and make explicit fundamental human cognitive
processes. According to Hyerle [1], by using thinking maps, it is possible to create any map that can be
created using brainstorming webs and task organizers without being as informal as brainstorming webs and
less content dependent than task organizers. Not only do thinking maps support structuring of content but
also thinking processes, meta-cognitive abilities and reflection. Figure 4 shows some of the visual patterns
supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

Thinking map Frame game Reasoning

Metaphorical
:: :=1

Bridge map Analogy pattern

Cause-Effect

S stemsy
dynamics

111=1"omen -...-- , ..

patternMulti-Flow map

Inductive and
deductive((

Brace map Part/Whole pattern

Figure 4. Some of the maps (visual patterns) supported by thinking maps and/or frame games.

3 Proprietary Map File Formats vs. XML-Maps

Most of the available commercial products (i.e. [8,11, and 13]) support mind maps or variations of them for
multiple purposes (i.e. brainstorming sessions, decision making, problem solving, taking notes, public
speaking, etc.). These products provide links to external applications, to other maps, and to content on the
web. Although, ThinkingMaps® [12] is a software tool for the creation of thinking maps in education and
training environments, it does not provide links to external applications, to other maps, or to the web. All
these products use proprietary map file formats to represent their maps. It makes difficult sharing of
knowledge and jeopardizes the general use of maps.

Using XML as the language to represent maps it is possible to eliminate proprietary files. The creation of a
DTD file'(Document Type Definition) to validate XML-maps should consider the main characteristics of the
maps, such as: linking nodes to external applications, to content on the web, and to other maps. The DTD
file proposed in this paper (`XMLmaps.dtd') covers all of the eight kinds of maps supported by thinking
maps [4] and the ten kinds of maps (visual patterns) supported by frame games [6]. We have chosen to work
with thinking maps and/or frame games because of their property of providing different visual patterns to
represent different thinking processes. Figure 5 shows a fragment of the DTD file created to validate XML-
maps.

Some of the benefits of using XML as the language to represent thinking maps and/or frame games are:
XML provides an open format to maintain and share maps as opposed to proprietary file formats:
By using a common vocabulary in conjunction to XML-maps, it is possible to compare maps. That is,
maps can be compared to find similarities and differences in the type of structure employed (thinking
process(es) used by the learner to analyze the topic), relation among nodes and types of links and
documents attached to each node.
Any XML query language such as XML-QL or XQL can be used to create queries to compare maps.
By comparing maps it is possible to assess learners' knowledge and determine possible
misconceptions, or gaps on a specific concept or group of them. By analyzing the type of map used to
represent the knowledge it is possible to identify possible problems of the learner with a specific kind
of reasoning.
XML permits collaborative viewing of maps. See section 4.3 (KVT- Navigation System).
By maintaining the student's knowledge information (XML-maps) in the learner model, new
interesting opportunities for assessment, collaboration, adaptation, and inspection can be explored.
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Opening visual knowledge representations is an important step towards the goal of capturing, sharing,
and using knowledge across disciplines.

Figure 6 shows a fragment of an XML-map used to study Anatomy. This map has been validated using the
grammar rules encoded in `XMLmaps.dtd'. Figure 7 shows the graphical representation of the same XML-
map. This map can be classified as a 'brace map' following the notation of thinking maps or as a 'parts-
whole' pattern using the frame games representation. In both cases, they represent part-whole relationships
among concepts and inductive/deductive kinds of reasoning.

# Author: Juan Diego Zapata Rivera
# Version: XMLmaps.dtd 1.0

ELEMENT: XMLmap
COMMENT: thinking maps structures and frame games->
<!ELEMENT XMLmap (CircleMap* I BubbleMap* I DBubbleMap*
BridgeMap* IFlowMap* I BraceMap* I TreeMap* IMultiFlowMap* )
<!ATTLIST XMLmap

ELEMENT: BraceMap
COMMENT: Brace map. whole/ part. Inductive and Deductive Thinking->
<!ELEMENT BraceMap (BraceNode+,Link*)
<!ATTLIST BraceMap
Mapld CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED
Description CDATA #REQUIRED
<!__************ ***** * ****** *********************************** *******

ELEMENT: Link
COMMENT: Link description-->
<!ELEMENT Link (FromNodeToNode,LinkMedia)
<!ATTLIST Link
LinkId CDATA #REQUIRED
Type CDATA #REQUIRED
Name CDATA #REQUIRED >

Figure 5. Fragment of DTD for XML-maps

<?xml version="1.0" encodirg="UTF-8"?>
<?xml-stylesheet type="text/xs1" href="XMLmaps.xs1"?>
<!DOCTYPE XMLmap SYSTEM " XMLmaps.dtd">
<XMLmap>

<BraceMap Type="BraceMap" Description='"Example of an XML-map" Name='"The human body"'
MapId='"Map001">

<BraceNode Nodeld = "02" Type="'BraceMap"' Name='"head"' XMLthinkingMapLink="">
<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"head'" Text="'" Application="" URL="1" Sound= 15
<Chlidren>05</Chlidren>
<Chlidren>06</Chlidren>
<Parents> 0 1 </Parents>

</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinldngMapLink= Name='"ears"' Type="BraceMap" NodeId="05">

< LinkMedia XMLConcept="ears" Text= Application="'" URL="www.bodymnr
Sound= I>

<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink="" Name='"eyes"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="06">

<LinkMedia XMLConcept='"face"' Text="'" Application=""' URL='"www.body.xml"'
Sound =' " "h

<Parents>02</Parents>
</BraceNode>
<BraceNode XMLthinkingMapLink="" Name='"torso"' Type='"BraceMap"' NodeId="03">

<LinkMedia XMLConcept-'-"trunk" Text="" Application= URL='"1"' Sound= />
--"Parents-,01</Parents --

Figure 6. Fragment of an XML-map about `Anatomy'.
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The
Human
,Body

I ears I

eyes

Figure 7. Graphical representation of an XML-map about 'Anatomy'.

4 KVT (Knowledge Visualization Tool)

KVT is a map construction and navigation system that allows the creation of XML-based thinking maps or
frame games. KVT also provides the possibility to link different kinds of resources to specific nodes. In this
way, KVT supports personalized navigation throughout the class content. Students can create their own
knowledge structure using a set of predefined concepts (common vocabulary given by the teacher) and use
their own map to access class resources. These resources are suggested by the teacher (initial links) or by
his/her classmates during the creation of their maps (collaborative browsing using XML-based maps).

The class content is not limited to a specific group of pages, videos, sounds, etc. On the contrary, any student
or teacher in the class can navigate through the map via the WWW, can add links, and can add new
resources. Every participant has access to all of the resources that are associated with the nodes in his/her
map. The list of resources attached to a node can be ordered arbitrarily by the learner.

4.1 KVT's Architecture

KVT (see figure 8) is composed of the following modules:
Map Construction Tool. KVT supports the ten kinds of maps identified in the context of frame games
[6] and the eight types of thinking maps proposed by Hyerle [4,12]. Students select concepts from a
predefined list and create their own structure. Having a predefined list of concepts (common
vocabulary) makes it easier to share, compare, analyze and evaluate maps. Students can link different
resources (course materials, web pages, documents stored on different applications, etc) to their map.
They can even include other maps in a recursive manner. Students' maps are stored in the learner
model for further modification, analysis and evaluation.
The Browser. This is the main interface to visualize one's map and its associated class content.
Students can navigate throughout the content by clicking on any node of the map and selecting one of
the links/documents that are available for this node. Furthermore, students can navigate freely and add
links and documents to any of the nodes in the map. Students can navigate using links suggested by
other students/teachers in a hyperspace created collaboratively for a particular topic and encoded on
the map.
The Learner Model. The Learner module maintains basic learner information as well as their XML-
maps (XML files including map structure, links, and order preferences). Students 9tin add, order,
modify, or remove links and nodes. Students and teachers contribute to populate each node with
different sort of resources, but it is up to each person to remove unwanted resources and define the
sequence in which he/she prefers to see the resources.
Course Materials. Class resources are classified into three main categories: web content, XML
content, and general documents (text, sound, images, videos, etc.). They comprise an open range of
materials that are organized first by the teacher. Using KVT, students and teachers can create different
representations of the knowledge, and as a result of their contributions a highly refined subset of
useful documents will be attached to each of the nodes. KVT supports the cooperative creation of
information spaces to be used in educational contexts.
Learners and Teachers Share Maps. Learners and teachers can use KVT in a number of ways. For
example, Teachers and learners can visualize maps using different levels of granularity. Learners can
use an existing map as a guide to study the content, or use this system as a learning tool to facilitate
remembering, create maps collaboratively, share their maps, and engage in interesting discussions



about a particular topic. Teachers can create maps to serve as 'guided tours', which can be used by
students to navigate throughout the content. Teachers can use XML-maps to assess the student's
knowledge. This can be done by comparing different maps (visually or through queries) to determine
problems in the learning process for a particular student or groups of them. Finally, teachers can use
this system as an adequate environment to promote reflection among students on a specific topic (map
structure and content).

Learners/Teachers

KVT
V

Map Construction Tool.
A common vocabulary of concepts.
Linking class resources to XML maps.
Navigation using your own map following
suggested links or your own.
Assessment (comparing maps).
Collaborative construction of maps.

Browser t

Course Materials

Documents (text,
sound, images,
videos, etc.)

Web
Content

XML
Content

Learner Model
XML maps (structure and links)
'Learner information

Figure 8. KVT- System Architecture.

4.2 KVT- Linking Documents to Nodes

Using KVT it is possible to add different kinds of documents to the nodes of the map. Figure 9 depicts the
user interface provided by KVT to add, modify and remove documents. This interface allows
students/teacher to attach a web page, XML document, video, sound, or image to any node on the map. KVT
also provides the option to test any of the documents, edit the description and document fields and remove
any unwanted link from the map. By clicking the headers on the grid it is possible to change the order in
which the links will be presented to the student when navigating using the map. Order preferences are stored
in the learner model for further use.

New links/documents for a particular node are automatically shared with all of the maps that contain such a
node. This can affect maps of several students/teachers in the system. However, individual sequencing or
removal of resources affects only the student's own map. Maps are stored as XML files in the learner model.
The example on figure 9 shows a Brace-map that is used to organize information related to Anatomy. The
grid of current documents shows the currently available links for the concept 'ears'. It is possible to
visualize who included each link (user type/user), the document type location and description. -

4.3 KVT- Navigation System

Figure 10 shows how students and teachers can navigate on the web using their own maps and their own
links or the ones suggested by others. Just by clicking the concept, a list of current links/documents appears
to be selected. If the student has not chosen any particular sequence of resource presentation, this list is
initially ordered by type of user (teacher/student). In this environment, it is also possible to navigate freely
on the web by entering a URL or just following the links on the current page. When an interesting page is
found, it can be attached to any concept on the map by selecting the target concept and pressing the button
`Add Link' located at the bottom of the window.

The example in Figure 10 shows how the student uses the map to navigate by the links related to the concept
`ears'. The current web page corresponds to the first link suggested by the teacher 'Anatomical Tour of the
Ear'.
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KVT - Linking Documents

Topic : !Anatomy

Concepts :

The
Human
Body

Current documents:

head

torso

limbs

I ::ears.-

eyes

Add document:

t3sai1ype User ';.17-#.R Document Iti_ce,i6i..115.11;i1-

Teacher Peter Webpage http://www.earaces.com/anatoi Anatomical Tour Of The Ear
' Student Mary Webpage. http://www.awarinst.com/anatt The ear is the organ of hearing_

presentation 1.Student Bob sound earexplanation.wav

. =-, ;+ " ...*:,- 051,.'"" 4'.',..'..'44 4 ',::,' .,, .!,.,. Z -7',. :,;', '''',.. ,:.' ',
V1771r: ' I, ,, :i , .1 ,-, r; ' ( 1- 1-1-1111A h

Figure 9. KVT - Managing links.

4. KVT - Accessing Documents

Concept map:
SEMI

Currant I in ks /documents:

U4Ti:_ User__ Tje,.L'_ :Documefit: DeSCil *tett-1_
Tcozher Peter Welitiogc Fit-to //wino caroccs.isom/anat Anatomicol Tour Of Toe Ear

Student ;MaryI--
Student I Bob

http//www.omarinstconVonc

earexplanationmcle

Webpoge

sound

The ear is the organ of heorin

presentation I.

AtIlAW:S. --

--URl_/bocument: http://vnYw.ectraces.com/anatemy.htm

Home About Us Audiology Dizziness Otology Tinnitus Links Topics

Show Me An "Anatomical Tour Of The Ear"
.

.. . . .. .
i , .,. .. .. .

If you click on an areaIn'the falliniIng.priiiisdctiotii,YOUVIll be linked to`a hilefdesdlptIon of ale itrecture. The lup arrow that
follows each desctlatiiiiVetti hike you haCkMMelea. of the flgure,,,ErtJaY yeiiftour.

. .
. .

'Cross Settian Of'Ear. CochlearPartitibn an Of Corti

Cross Section Of Ear:
consisting oi the outei var.
meddle ear. and Inner ear

,Addik1 I; c1,34e .1

Figure 10. KVT- Navigating on the web using XML-maps and suggested links/documents.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
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XML offers an excellent language to represent maps. Using XML maps, it is possible to support knowledge
sharing without the problems of having proprietary files. By using a common vocabulary for the content
and XML maps, it is possible to compare map structures.

XML-maps (thinking maps, frame games) are very useful in education and training environments because
they support content structure and make explicit fundamental human cognitive processes.

KVT offers an attractive tool for the creation of maps and supports collaborative navigation throughout the
content. By using XML-maps, KVT provides a better support to education or training setups that uses maps
to create, share and assess knowledge. By including XML-maps into the learner model, new possibilities for
visualization and inspection of XML-maps can be exploited in order to improve the learning process.
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Adaptive testing has, in recent years, been used as a student modelling technique
in intelligent tutoring systems. One of the main issues has been to optimise the
progression of problems posed as the student performs the adaptive test.
Previous research has concentrated on finding a structure in a fixed collection of
problems. This paper describes an algorithm for problem progression in adaptive
testing. After describing current approaches to the progression problem, the
paper discusses the role of expert emulation. It then describes a knowledge
elicitation exercise, which resulted in a solution to the progression problem.
Part of the knowledge elicitation process was supported by software based on
constraint logic programming, clp(FD), and the paper concludes with an
assessment of the prospects of developing an extended knowledge elicitation
support system.
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1 Introduction

The major advantages of adaptive testing over fixed item testing are that a student's knowledge is explored
thoroughly and efficiently, and with a minimum of redundancy. By asking an appropriate number of
problems at appropriate levels of difficulty, adaptive testing neither bores by unnecessary repetition nor
intimidates by posing a series of inappropriately difficult problems [I]. This makes adaptive testing
attractive for student modelling in intelligent tutoring systems [2],[3].

This research was conducted in the context of providing remedial help in mathematics to a transient
population of prisoners in a local prison. Here the students are studying courses such as City and Guilds
(Key Skills), City and Guilds (Number Power) and for GCSE level examinations. Working with prisoners
can face tutors with problems not normally encountered in more conventional settings. Unlike school
students, the prisoners not only lack uniform prior knowledge in mathematics, but tend also to join or leave
the prison at individual times. This makes the job of the human tutor difficult because of the need to assess
the knowledge level of each prisoner before assigning them the appropriate level of one or more/lathe above
courses and examination. Currently, fixed item testing is used as an assessment tool. This approach has a
major disadvantage. Many prisoners are ' math anxious' and the use of fixed item testing may undermine
their confidence and motivation in the subject. Adaptive testing avoids this danger by presenting problems
at an appropriate level of difficulty.

One of the main issues in adaptive testing is the determination of an efficient progression from one problem
to another. Previous proposals have included hard-wiring prerequisite relationships between knowledge
items [3], and preparing an indexing framework for problems [4]. Section 2 of this paper reviews the major
lines of research; and the paper then describes an approach to the progression problem based on the
knowledge acquisition techniques used for expert systems. In doing so, it continues in the vein of Khuwaja
& Patel' s work [5]. The paper presents a rationale for this approach, describes briefly a semi -automated



method of eliciting syllabus content and characteristics, and then presents a progression technique elicited by
standard techniques with an expert. It concludes with a discussion of the feasibility of automation in this
area.

2 The Progression Problem

In a problem-solving environment, problem progression is concerned with the strategy in which the next
problem is selected. In adaptive testing, this is usually based on the student' s response to the current
problem, as the process of selecting the next appropriate problem is crucial to the efficiency and precision of
the whole student modelling process. Also, presenting the right question at the right time maintains the
motivation of the student.

The structure of the domain, that is the way in which problems are related to one another, determines
problem progression in adaptive testing; and the two significant and distinctive approaches to determining
such structures are discussed in this section.

2.1 Item Response Theory

For adaptive testing systems which adopt the Item Response Theory or IRT [6], such as SIETTE [7] and
CBAT-2 [8], the domain is made up of test items which are kept in an item pool. The construction of an item
pool usually involves major empirical studies for content-balancing, to ensure no content area is over-tested
or under-tested, and for item calibration. Each test item is associated with one or more of the following
parameters the difficulty level, the discriminatory power and the guessing factor. The difficulty level
measures the difficulty level of a test item, the discrimination power describes how well the test item
discriminates students of different proficiency, while the guessing factor is the probability that a student can
answer the test item correctly by guessing.

Problem progression takes place like this. The adaptive test starts with an initial estimation of the student's
proficiency, e. A best item or problem is selected. This is one which provides the most information about
the student, and is calculated from the item' s three parameters and current proficiency, 6. An ideal item
should have a difficulty level close to 6, a high discriminatory power and a low guessing factor. A new
proficiency, 6' , and its confidence level are calculated based on whether the student has answered the
problem correctly or not, the old e, and the item parameters. The test continues until a stopping criterion is
met, for example, when the confidence level of e' has reached a desired level.

2.2 Knowledge Space Theory

There are adaptive testing systems built on the theory of knowledge spaces[9]. Examples include a web-
based, domain-independent system called RATH [10], a web-based system for the domain of mathematics
called ALEKS [I I], and a general purpose system for testing and training called ADASTRA [12].

Like the IRT -based systems, the domain is made up of test items of an academic discipline, each of which
can be a problem or an equivalence class of problems that the student has to answer. The student' s
knowledge state is defined as the set of items in the domain that the student is capable of solving. For
example, if a student has the knowledge state (a,b,d), this means that he can solve items a, b and d. Not all
possible subsets of the domain are feasible knowledge states. Consider the example shown ig 13]. In a
domain of mathematics, if a student can solve a percentage problem, (item d say), then it can beniferred,that
the student can perform single-digit multiplication, (item a say), and thus any state that contains item d
would also contain item a. The collection of all feasible knowledge states is called the knowledge structure.
The knowledge structure must also contain the null state 0, which corresponds to the student who cannot
solve any item, and the domain, which corresponds to the student who can solve or master all items. When
two subset of items are knowledge states in a knowledge structure, then their union is also a state. This
means that the collection of states is closed under union. When a knowledge structure satisfy this condition,
it is known as a knowledge space.

In practice, items for a domain are derived from instructional materials and systematic knowledge elicitation
with teachers. This is also the case with establishing knowledge states where query procedures
systematically elicit from human experts the prerequisite relationships between items [3], [14].



Once the domain is represented as a knowledge space, the adaptive testing strategy is then to locate as
efficiently and as accurately as possible, a student' s knowledge state. Problem progression becomes
straightforward. For example, if a student has answered an item correctly (incorrectly), it can be inferred
that he can (cannot) answer a prerequisite item and will thus not be asked to solve the latter.

2.3 Other Approaches

The domain can be represented as a granularity hierarchy [15] where items which represent a topic, subtopic
or skill, are described at various grain sizes and connected together into a granularity hierarchy which allows
focus shifts along either aggregation or abstraction dimensions. In this way, the ability to recognise student
behaviour at varying grain sizes is important both for pedagogical and diagnostic reasons.

Other examples include an indexing framework for the adaptive arrangement of problems in the domain of
mechanics [4], a problem-simplification approach [16], an optimisation expert system where both the
knowledge structures of the student and the teacher are represented by structural graph, and problem
progression is controlled by the relationship between the student' s knowledge structure and that of the
teacher' s [17]. Evidence of a strong use of a student model in controlling problem progression can also be
found in a system called TraumaCASE [18] which automatically generated clinical exercises of varying
difficulty, and in the work of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19] who recorded information about a student using two
factors acquisition and retention. Acquisition records how well students learn new topics while retention
measures how well a student remembers the material over time.

3 Knowledge Elicitation

The concern of the researchers discussed above is to exploit a structure of a syllabus to improve the
efficiency of tests. The structure may either be revealed through elicitation, as was done by Dowling and her
co-workers, or may be derived from a statistical analysis of student behaviour, (IRT), or it may be seen as
being derived from the nature of the problem domain. Though there may be, from some given point of view,
an optimal way of structuring a syllabus, the view adopted in this research is that it is a subjective matter to
be determined by an expert teacher. Such a teacher might make use of informal statistical information,
subject domain information as well as pedagogic information in determining a suitable structure. Studies of
intelligent tutoring systems have shown that, as one would expect, it is difficult to transfer systems from one
setting to another, because there is considerable cultural variation in both teaching and learning [20]. This
provides the prime motive for investigating techniques based on expert emulation for the production of tests
for local consumption.

Moreover, this is a natural extension of the intelligent tutoring systems endeavour, and it has an additional
advantage. A lack of homogeneity amongst a student body can weaken the effectiveness of techniques
based on population statistics; and the target body of students with which this paper has been concerned is,
educationally, not very homogeneous.

4 Eliciting the Syllabus

There are several problems to be confronted when adopting an expert emulation approach to designing an
adaptive test. They include the problems of finding suitable experts [21], selecting appropriate forms of
knowledge representation and choosing appropriate methods of knowledge acquisition.

The approach to knowledge acquisition in the research described here is to separate the task of designing an
adaptive test into the following sub-tasks:

describing classes of problems,
describing the skills used to solve problems,
describing responses to problems,
problem generation,
problem progression based on student responses.
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For the particular domain tackled, namely the arithmetic of elementary fraction addition, software has been
developed to support the first four of these subtasks using Constraint Logic Programming, clp(FD),
embedded in Prolog, [22]. This work has been described in a recent conference paper [23], and is briefly
summarised here.

Clp(FD) is actively used by the knowledge engineer conducting knowledge acquisition interviews. The
teacher, who is the target of the emulation, is not expected to write constraints, but is more than likely to take
an interest in them. During discussions, which involve the production of example problems, the knowledge
engineer enters the necessary constraints, or modifies existing constraints, to describe the particular class of
problem under discussion. The set of constraints is then solved interactively to produce example problems.
These form the basis of a discussion, and may lead to further rounds of discussion and modification.

The description of a class of problems is treated as a set of constraints. This consists of a set of variables, a
statement of the domains of the variables, and a statement of the relational constraints that hold between the
variables. For example, during an interview, the human tutor wanted to represent a class of problems, which
involved the addition of two proper fractions with a common denominator of the form,

NI /D1 + N2/D2 N/D

and he wanted to use single-digit integers.

This can be represented in clp(FD) as a code fragment:

domain([N1,D1,N2,D2],1,9),
N1 #< D1,

N2 #< D2,

D1 #= D2.

% Single digit integers
t First operand - proper fraction
% Second operand - proper fraction
% A common denominator

The following is an example of the use of clp(FD) to describe skills. The cancel fraction skill can be
represented in clp(FD) as:

% Simplify the fraction N/D into its lowest form to give x/Y
% Example: 63/81 gives 7/9
cancel(N,D,X,Y) :-

domain( [N,D,X,Y,F], 1,99),
F*X #= N,
F*Y #= D,
maximize (labeling ( [ ] , [F, X, Y] ) , F) .

Here, variable F is the common factor to be cancelled. This is specified by the two relational constraints.
The maximize predicate in the final line ensures that the largest value of F will be found.

5 Eliciting the Progression

The knowledge elicitation exercise involved approximately 20 hours of interviews spread over a period of
three months. Conventional knowledge elicitation techniques, such as structured interviewing,*k'analysis
and construct theory [24], were used.

Early interviews revealed the significance to the expert of the skills that students needed to exercise in order
to solve particular problems. The following were identified:

a. Add equivalent fractions
b. Cancel fraction
c. Make proper
d. Find the lowest common multiple
e. Find equivalent fractions

The number of discrete skills required to solve a problem was considered as a measure of the difficulty of



the problem; and this measure was used to classify problems, and in so doing reveal a structure of the
domain. This coincides with the findings of Beck, Stern & Woolf [19]. However, it is useful to note that
this is only one of the many factors in measuring problem difficulty used by Lee [25], who identified,
amongst others, the student' s degree of familiarity with a particular type of problem.

In eliciting progression information, it is necessary to avoid the problem of combinatorial explosion. Ahead
on approach requires the expert to provide a tree structure of sequences of problems indicating the
appropriate next problem depending on the outcome of all previously asked problems. Such an approach is
unattractive to both expert and knowledge engineer. Instead, an approach adopted was to attempt to uncover
the underlying algorithmic strategy of the expert.

In general terms, the strategy of the expert is to test the students' abilities to exercise the identified skills at a
particular level of difficulty. Failure to return a correct answer causes the questioning process to be resumed
at a lower level of difficulty, that is, with problems requiring the demonstration of fewer skills. Whereas
successful demonstration of all the identified skills causes the questioning process to be resumed with
problems at a greater level of difficulty. The expert started with problems of middling difficulty and adopted
a binary chop approach to selecting the next level. Within each level of difficulty, the selection of the next
problem depended on the skills already demonstrated. Each available problem was scored using a set of
weights, which favoured previously undemonstrated skills at that level. If the progression problem is
viewed as a variant of state-space search, the expert's strategy has more in common with a constrain-and-
generate paradigm [26], at a given level of difficulty, rather than a naïve generate and test approach. A
schematic example of the use of this strategy is given below.

In a Prolog implementation of this strategy, a record of students' skills, demonstrated at each tested level of
difficulty is recorded, and used to prepare a revision plan.

6 An Example

The human tutor first prepared the adaptive testing strategy for a domain of five skills described above. This
is shown in Figure 1 for a domain of five skills.

Figure 1: Human tutor' s strategy in adaptive testing for a domain of 5 skills

In FigureFigure 1, the adaptive test begins at node 3 which contains problems each of which can be solved by
exactly three skills. If the student gets any problems wrong within that category, he moves onto node 2
which contains problems each of which can be solved by exactly two skills. If he gets all the problems
correct within that category, he will exit the adaptive test. The rationalisation for this is described below.
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If each of the skills were labelled as a,b,c,d,e, as in Section 5, then at node 3, there are 5C3, that is 10 possible
combinations of skills. For example, the combination [a,b,c] would involve a set of problems which each
require all the skills a, b and c to be used. Skills a, b and c correspond to add equivalent fractions, cancel
fraction, and, make proper respectively. However in practice, not all these combinations will be found in a
valid problem type.

We introduced weights to each combination to enable the choice of the next best combination. We also
imposed the following criteria for calculating the weight of each candidate set:

If a skill has been not been asked yet, it carries a weight of 2
If a skill has already been asked once, it carries a weight of 1
If a skill has been asked more than once, it carries no weight
Select the first set amongst the candidate set with the highest score

The following process shows how problems, each of which, require a combination of three skills are
presented to the student.

a. Selec [a,b,c] and scores are assigned to the other combinations, based on the above rules:

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e] [a,c,d] [a,c,e) [a,d,e] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

1 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

b. Based on these weights, combination [a,d,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen. The scores
for the remaining combinations are recalculated.

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e] [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,c] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

I 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

2 - 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

c. Combination [b,c,d] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e] [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,e] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

I 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

2 - 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

3 - 0 I 0 I - I I I

d. Combination [a,b,e] becomes the next best choice and is thus chosen.

[a,b,c] [a,b,d] [a,b,e] [a,c,d] [a,c,e] [a,d,e] [b,c,d] [b,c,e] [b,d,e] [c,d,e]

I 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 5 5

2 - 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3

3 - 0 I 0 I - I I I

3 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

e. As there are no more candidate sets, no more problems are presented.

The above example shows that out of the ten combinations, only problems of combinations [a,b;c], [a,d,e],
[b,c,d] and [a,b,e] were chosen. As described previously, the human tutor would consider tstudent' s
previous performance and if any answers to problems were found to be wrong, he would assign proble.ms at
node 2 (see Figure 1). Conversely, if all the answers were found to be correct, he would assign problems at
node 4 which require problems to be solved with exactly four skills.

The human tutor took the view that if a student has already tackled problems of three skills, whether he got
them right or not, information gathered in packets of three skills need not necessarily apply to problems
involving two skills. He considered that students may become anxious about problems which require more
skills, and although some of the skills may well have been demonstrated in easier problems, the student may
find it difficult to apply them in harder problems.
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7 Conclusion

The paper describes the development of an adaptive test in the domain of elementary arithmetic, which
required two styles of knowledge acquisition. The first is concerned with describing problems and skills,
and it is computer-assisted; whereas the second is entirely manual and is concerned with the ordering, or
progression, of problems to be posed to the subject of a test. However, based on this experience, work is
currently underway to develop software to aid with eliciting details of progression. A valuable insight
gained is that some degree of formalisation of the problem, as well as being convenient for the knowledge
engineer, is also acceptable to the expert who helped with this work.

A possible significant difference between the research reported here and the work reviewed in Section 2 is
that the approach to progression is not restricted to a fixed collection of problems. In view of Lee' s findings
[25], it would be inappropriate to enforce the equating of difficulty with the number of skills. Evidence
encountered during the knowledge acquisition experience suggests that the sheer clerical complexity of
mapping out sequences of problems, lead to some draconian simplification on the part of the expert. The
task ahead, is to find an appropriate balance between convenience and efficiency.
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In this study, we built an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, which
models SCS (Space Collaboration System: system the remote conferences and
education via satellite communications) conferences. A student engages in the
conference, by operating a control panel and proceeds by making the necessary
selections according to the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intention and
purpose, which can change at any time. The purpose of this study is supporting
the student to form a correct mental model in this environment. Therefore, we
incorporate an abstract model of possible computations as a logical circuit
attached to the SCS system. Using this model, the system has two functions: to
diagnose the student' s conceptual understanding mistakes about the SCS system
and to explain to him/her the cause of these mistakes. With these functions, we
expect to be able to support the student in forming a correct mental model and in
understanding the SCS essentials.

Keywords: Mental Model, Space Collaboration System, Remote Conference

1 Introduction

Recently, with the increased awareness of the necessity of individual, subjective learning, a change occurred
in the building of computer based educational systems. The existing learning supporting systems are based
on autmatically generating the learning method, according to the relation between the state defining
parameters and the subject' s (learner' s) behavior. However, in recent years, the trend to construct systems,
that positively encourage the student to work, and allow him/her to change the current state parameters by
him-/herself, offer system behavior simulation, moreover, verification and correction of the student inputs,
emerged. In this type of subjective/ individual learning environment, it is necessary to add a causality
explanation function of the target environment. This is important due to the fact that, by letting the student/
learner adjust and change the system parameters, and then showing him/her the system behavior simulation,
as derived from the current configuration and structure, fundamental system comprehension can be
supported and achieved [2..11]. We have, therefore, used the above mentioned specifications and
background information, to implement an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator, foki"Supporting
fundamental system comprehension and understanding. For this purpose, we have based our mental model
design on the object oriented approach. The mental model is a representation of the individual
comprehension about the structure and functions of the objects involved in the simulated system model.
Moreover, depending on the simulation of the object functions within the learner' s mental model, it becomes
possible to predict the problem solving act results. Therefore, important learning can occur and, at the same
time, causality explanation within the virtual learning environment can be offered. We based the mental
model used in our system on the qualitative modeling. The qualitative model is a fundamental model
representation based on the causality relations that generate the target system' s behavior. The causality
relations are reflected in the relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions. Here we
consider the following definitions. The structure reflects how the elements of the target organization are
combined. The behavior shows how the system characteristics, expressed by the object structure, change in
time. The function expresses how the goal, related to the object behavior, is achieved. By modeling the



causality relations between the system' s structure, behavior and functions, and designing a qualitative model,
the causality relation simulation becomes possible. In our system, we have constructed a qualitative
diagnosis simulator for conferences via SCS. SCS, standing for Space Collaboration System, is a remote
conferences and distance education system via satellite communications. The learner/ student follows the
progress of the conference, by operating a control panel, and making the necessary selections, according to
the agenda of the virtual conference, and its intentions and purpose, which can change in time. In this
environment, we integrate a computable model abstraction of the remote conference via communication
satellites, as a logic circuit. Moreover, based on this abstraction, we add a causality explanation function, and
a diagnosis system of the student' s/ learner' s operation mistakes, which generate the appropriate guidance
information for the student. In this way, we support the fundamental comprehension of the SCS system.

2 Qualitative reasoning

Qualitative reasoning is one of the most vigorous areas in artificial intelligence. Over the past years, a body
of methods have been developed for building and simulating qualitative models of physical systems
(bathtubs, tea kettles, automobiles, the physiology of the body, chemical processing plants, control systems,
electrical circuits, and the like) where knowledge of that system is incomplete. Qualitative models are more
able than traditional models to express states of incomplete knowledge about continuous mechanisms.
Qualitative simulation guarantees to find all possible behaviors consistent with the knowledge in the model.
This expressive power and coverage are important in problem-solving for diagnosis, design, monitoring, and
explanation. Qualititative simulation draws on a wide range of mathematical methods to keep a complete set
of predictions tractable, including the use of partial quantitative information. Compositional modeling and
component-connection methods for building qualitative models are also discussed in detail [1).

3 SCS

Figure 1 displays the SCS based remote conference concept. SCS was established as a satellite
communication network between universities, to enable real-time remote video conferences. Each
participant' s station (called VSAT station) is enabled with a satellite communication control panel, an image
and sound transceiver control panel, multiple video-cameras, monitors, and so on.

3.1 SCS constrains and limitations

The SCS conference can take place as an inter-station, bi-directional communication between two stations,
or as a multiple VSAT stations communication, where only one station has the role of the moderator, and has
authority upon transmission control. In the latter case, all the other station, with the exception of the
moderator station, are called client stations, and can participate as such in the conference. The moderator
station is decided in advance, before the actual conference, by the conference organizer, according to the
requested time-schedules and conference contents. The line control is usually under the sole authority of the
moderator station. However, a client station can send a request for line usage for transmission to the
moderator. This operation is enabled by the proposal request button existent on each VSAT station panel. By
pushing this button, a proposal request notification is sent to the control panel on the moderator station.
Moreover, during the conference, it is possible for two different stations to send image and sound, namely,
the carrier, at the same time, so there can be up to two distinct proposing stations. The respective client
stations are depicted in the lower part of figure 1.

The communication satellite has two reception parts, and a converting switch that allows the selection of the
received carrier. Depending on the existing constrains and conditions, a decision mechanism is involved,
before actually sending the carrier selection from the satellite. After verifying the current constrains and
conditions, the carrier is sent from the satellite. This carrier is sent without exception to all client stations. In
figure 1, the sending of the carrier to all the client stations is depicted. The station carriers depicted in figure
1 as a black solid arrows show the connection between the individual stations and the transmission part of
the satellite. The figure shows also that the satellite receives only two carriers at a time. Howevet as all
stations are connected with the satellite, as depicted by the solid black arrows, all stations are prepared to
send a carrier.

The satellite reception part is built of a receptor, and a converting switch. In this way, by means of the
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restrictions set by the converting switch receptor, the satellite can receive, all in all, only two carriers.
Moreover, these have to be from two distinct stations only. Also, in the case of multiple carrier reception, the
moderator station operator can decide, according to his/ her free will, to commute to the receiving of one
carrier only, disregarding the choices and modes of the client stations. These constrains, limitations and
specifications, and the fact that the client stations can all in all send only two carriers, are depicted in the
figure as dotted thick arrows. The two carriers that can be sent are named [send 1] and [send 2]. Their
contents is re-sent from the satellite. The restriction that the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2], should not
come from the same station is enforced before this re-transmission. Only when al the above restrictions are
fulfilled, can the received carriers be broadcasted from the satellite to all stations. At the reception of the
broadcast signals, each client station can separate the two carriers, [send 1] and [send 2]. The station sending
the carrier is also receiving the broadcast, without exception. Therefore, the sound and image received by the
transmitting stations are:

---r
Modera CilentClientClIent

stationstatIcristatien

Fig. 1 Conference with SCS

(1). image+sound from the other transmitting station (if
existent);
(2)the image and sound sent to the satellite by the station
itself.
Moreover, as it is impossible to send the image and
sound carrier to a specific station directly, by sending
them to the satellite, they are broadcasted
automatically to all stations. Bi-directional
communication is also possible, but is actually a
quasi-bi-directional communication, as the broadcast
carrier of the two communicating stations is sent, at
the same time, as a broadcast signal to all client
stations.

3.2 SCS system frequent user errors

In table 1, the error types for different user skill levels
of SCS conference practice, as gathered by surveying
4 domain specialists with over 2 years of SCS system
operation experience, is shown. They were asked to
give us first a list of frequently appearing user errors
during the SCS usage and managing. This list is
displayed in table 1 in the column headed by the label
"Error/ misconception". Next, they were asked to
evaluate the frequency of apparition of these errors
for beginner, medium and advanced user. In table 1
their replies were represented as follows: [. j means
high, [ means medium, and [ 1 means low
frequency of errors. The table presents therefore the

specialists' primary classification of errors according to the operation skills. To this classification, we have
added a new error classification, based on the previously explained SCS system constrains and limitations.
We have managed to group all errors enumerated by the specialists into four big classes of errors and
misconceptions: A, B, C and D. The definitions of these classes are given below.

Table 1 Error t es

Error/
misconception

beginn
er

I medi I advamud I Err"classlfi
-cation

Disregarding
the function of
the satellite.
believing
direct/
dedicated
transfer
between fellow
stations is
possible.

. . . . . . A,B,C,
D

Believing that
the sending of
two carriers
from the same

A
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station is
possible.
Believing that
receiving two
carriers from
the same
station is
possible.

A

Not
understanding
that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different
station, the
current
proposing

B



station carrier
will disappear.
Believing that
all stations can
send a carrier
at the same
time.

C

Not
understanding
the concept
and necessity
of the carrier
request
proposal.

C

Assigning
carriers to
three or more
stations.

C

Not
understanding
why the image
and sound
signal sent by
ones own
station Is
received again.

D

Believing that
bi-directional
communication
is possible only
with a specific
station.

D

Assigning the
carrier to each D

station
consecutively.
Believing that
only one
broadcast is
possible.

D

Not making the
distinction
between the
moderator
station and the
other client
stations.

static
state

believing that
the client
station is in
charge of the
transmission
control.

. . . . . . static
state

Not making the
distinction
between the
two wave
forms (signals),
[send 11 and
[send2].

static
state

Believing that
the [send 11
wave form is
the signal
coming from
the moderator
station.

static
state

Class A: Misconception/ incomplete information about the sending of two different waves/ signals with the help of the
judgement/ decision mechanism.

Class B: Misconception about the sending of one carrier to one station with the help of the converting switch.
Class C: Misconception/ incomplete information about the receiving of two carriers.
Class D: Misconception/ incomplete information about broadcasting to all stations.

4 The SCS qualitative model

Figure 2 shows the qualitative model of the SCS conference abstraction, in the form of a logic circuit. This
qualitative model can express the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system. In this figure, ve
displayed four client stations and one communication satellite. As can be seen, the satellite has two receptors,
and one judgment/ decision mechanism, as a converting XOR switch between the two receptors. The two client
stations sending carriers at one time can therefore have a pseudo- bi-directional communication. The structure,
behavior and functions, so, the objects of the original SCS system are expressed, in this way, as a qualitative
model.

The characteristics of this model make it possible to simu late the dynamic changes occurring during a distance
conference, allowing to decide and evaluate the proper parameter settings for each station, moreover, to simulate
the system behavior in the case of mistaken parameter settings. By using the XOR function, it is ensured that
each reception part of the communication satellite can receive only one carrier from only one station. This
station has sent a prior transmission proposal to the moderator station, which was accepted.

r-
Judgment/

decision
mechanism

Fig 2 The qualitative model of the system
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Next, it is necessary to make sure that the two accepted carriers come from two distinct stations. This restriction
is enforced by the judgment/ decision mechanism. The judgment/ decision mechanism eliminates via an extra
XOR function the possibility that the two carriers were sent by the same station. If the two carriers, 1 and 2, are
validated by the judgment/ decision mechanism, the communication satellite broadcasts one or both to all VSAT
stations. Therefore, all VSAT stations will receive the two carriers 1 and 2 and will not be able to receive any
other carriers from other stations, or any wrong transmissions. Moreover, by using this model it is possible to
infer the error source, as shown previously, based on the SCS system structure. The previous A, B, C, D
classification can be thought of as: (A) sending of two distinct waves by using the judgment/ decision
mechanism, (B) sending of maximum one carrier per station by means of the converting switch, (C) using of two
carriers by means of the satellite reception mechanism, (D) existence of broadcast type of transmission only. In
this way, the virtual model enables the learner to derive the cause and source of the operation error, as related to
the SCS system structure. Furthermore, we have presented here a model based on only 4 client stations, that is
implemented via the XOR module, but as in the case of more than 4 client stations, we can increase the number
of the reception part XOR modules, adapting them to the number of stations, we can express, cope with and
model therefore the converting switch for any arbitrary, greater than 2 number of client stations.

5 Learning Environment

5.1 System outline and overview

Dynamic
. .. .

Figure. *Learning environment

Figure 3 shows the overview of the system. The learner/ student is performing the conference steps by taking
over the role of the moderator station operator. The goal is to cope with the dynamically changing agenda of the
conference, proposed by the system. The agenda presents a description of a dynamic conference state, where bi-
directional communication is required. The student can take decisions about the SCS system state and change
parameter by operating the control panel. The previously described qualitative model evaluates these settings and
parameters. ee.

Next, disregarding if the parameter setup and assignment is appropriate or not, the result of the new user choices
is reflected on the control panel of the interface, changing the current representation. The control panel displays
also the transmission requests coming from other stations. The student has to choose the appropriate response to
these requests. The student has to be able to judge the appropriateness of his/her own operations and actions, by
interpreting the information presented on the control panel. By repeating the above steps, the student can learn
the constrains and usage of the SCS system. Moreover, to prevent deadlock situations, where the student is
unable to judge his/her own errors, due to misunderstandings regarding the SCS system constrains, an
explanatory function was added. This is implemented via an explanation button, which can be pressed by the
student in need. The student guidance follows as has been previously shown, conform with the SCS qualitative
model. In this way, the student can achieve not just a quick, superficial understanding, but also a deep, structure
related knowledge about the SCS system. For example, explanation are given such as: "There are only two



satellite receptors.", "There is an exclusive OR switch on each receptor, so each receptor can receive from one
only station at a time.", "The judgment/ decision mechanism does not allow 2 carriers from the same station.",
and so on. By leading the student to understand the connection between the parameter setup and the way the SCS
system is actually built, as well as the real system components and the relations between them, via messages and
state representations on the control panel, the student can be expected to perform the parameter setting by
him/herself successfully in the future.

5.2 System flow

Figure 4 shows the system flow. The rapidly changing conference goal and intention of the agenda is described
in chronological order. The contents of this description are on one hand, the conference state change
requirements that have to be performed by the student, put into words that can be easily understood by him/her,
and on the other hand, the description of the current SCS system state. In figure 4, this is expressed as [word]
utterances, at the different moments in time (t0, .,.tn):

word : state(t0) word : state(tn)

For example, [word] can be a prompting message about the conference state change, with the value of "Please
reply to the question from university A!", and so on. As shown in figure 4, the operation panel managing module
receives from the agenda, or from the other client stations the current parameter for each given conference state,
and then reflects the resulting state on the panel. For example, the button of the station, which is currently in
charge of a carrier, turns red. Also, in the case of requests from other stations, the button of the station sending
the carrier request signal turns also red.

`1.12.'

word : state(t0)
word : state(t1)
word : s

The student infers the present conference state from the
state of the panel. Moreover, from here the student can
notice if it is necessary to change the state of the
conference, according to the agenda requirements. Next,
to change the conference state, the student has to operate
the control panel. By doing this, the parameters
determining the conference are changed, and a new
conference state emerges. This new state is evaluated with
the SCS qualitative model. When evaluating with the SCS

request(tn) model, the result is compared with the next agenda. It isstations
in principle, possible to perform such comparisons on the

state(tn)
SCS system without the computable module, and to judge
if the operation is appropriate or not, but, in that case, the

request(t0) student cannot achieve a deep understanding of the SCS
request(tl) conference, that is, s/he cannot identify the SCS behaviorrequest(t1) as derived from structural constrains. In order fir the
request(tn) learner to achieve a deep understanding, it is necessary to

operation perform the parameter evaluation with the help of the SCScompare

diagnostics

computable model. After the parameter evaluation, if the

next agenda. In figure 4, this is the case of "T" (True). In
this case, the setup parameters decided by the student are
handed over to the administrating module, which, in turn,

settings are judged as appropriate, the system moves to the

word : state(tn)

new state

SCS
Model

Figure 4 System flow

reflects these changes on the operation paneg.On the other
hand, if, after the parameter evaluation, the settings are
judged as not being appropriate, the system does not move

to the next agenda. This case is shown in figure 4 as the "F" (False) case. In such a case, the wrongly set
parameters are displayed on the operation panel. In this way, the deficient, real SCS state can be represented.

For example, in the case when three or more stations ask for the carrier at the same time, and the carrier is passed
over to them, the moderator station's carrier disappears. The student notices that the espective state is not
appropriate, and corrects the setup parameters. Moreover, in the case that s/he doesn' t notice the errors, s/he
cannot continue with the next agenda. When entering a deadlock situation, the SCS qualitative model can, at the
student' s request, explain to the student what kind of error s/he has done. In this way, by explaining not the
protocol and process steps, but the SCS system behavior, as a result of the structural constrains, our system
supports the formation of the SCS learner mental model. For instance, let us consider a case where the present
transmission rights belong to universities B and C, and a proposal request is received from university A. This
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request is represented on the panel by the button representing university A turning red, together with a
simultaneous indication message appearing in the agenda window, stating "Please answer the question from
university A". If the student decides to assign a carrier to university A, without previously modifying the state of
one or both stations B and C, which have the current transmission rights, the result is that the system will have 3
or more simultaneous carriers at the same time. In this case, the system represents the buttons of universities A,
B, C on the panel with red color, and lets the student therefore know that the parameter setup is not appropriate.
At the same time, the agenda window will also display a message for the student. The content of this message is

something like: "There are only two receptors on the satellite.", so is an explanation of the behavior, as resulting
from the structural constrains.

6 Agenda

Table 2 Agenda example
agenda(10) The conference starts.
agenda(tl) The moderator station is the University of Electro-Communications.
agenda(t2) Please allocate carrier to Yamagata University.
agenda(t3) Please start sending from the lecturer camera
request(t4) Carrier request Tsukuba University
arerula(t4) Please reply to the question from Tsukuba University.
agenda(15) The conference has ended

The SCS conference is based on a general agenda. Our system offers SCS based remote conference simulation
environment and, moreover, stores typical SCS agenda models, in order to dynamically produce conferences that
require conference state changes.

In this way, the student becomes the operator of the moderator station, and has to take decisions compatible to
the agenda, engaging therefore in the simulated steps of the SCS conference. In table 2 we show an example of a
model agenda for our system. In this table, agenda(tn) represents the agenda at moment (tn) in time, and
request(tn) represents the carrier request at moment (tn) in time. In the real SCS conference, the time moment
concept exists, but, in our system, we have the supplementary restriction that, only after accomplishing the
current agenda, it is possible to go on with the new one. As shown above, the agenda is organized as a time
series, and the student receives indications and instructions from the agenda window. The changes occurring in
the conference state in the respective agenda example above correspond to a respective intention and goal.
Disregarding if these intentions and goals come from the original operator's decisions, or if they were prepared
by the system from the beginning, the beginner student doesn't have to loose his/her way during the SCS
conference proceedings, and can give the panel operation his/her undivided attention. In other words, the
indications and instructions coming from the agenda window can be thought of as an experienced operator
teaching the beginner student during the SCS conference proceedings. After receiving the indications and
instructions from the agenda window, the student can decide on the next conference state that seems appropriate,
given the present conference state and the indications received, and operates the control panel to perform the
respective change. The new state that results as a consequence of the student's operations is checked by the
system, to decode if it is appropriate or not, conform with the indications and instructions of the agenda. One
agenda is recorded in the system as one word and 6 state descriptors. The words are the ones that appear in the
agenda window. The six possible state descriptors are shown below.

station name (list of all client stations)
carrier request (list of all client stations)
carrier I (list of all client stations)
carrier 2 (list of all client stations)
reception I (list of all client stations)
reception 2 (list of all client stations)

The state descriptor called "station name" contains a list of all client station names. Next, the carrier request,
carrier 1, carrier 2, reception 1 and reception 2 state descriptors contain respective lists of [on] and [off] states
corresponding to each station. In figure 3, we show the correspondence between [1] and [0] and [on] and [off].
The reason of describing all client stations carrier and reception states with [off/on] descriptors is to be able to
represent also the incomplete understanding of the learner/ student, as well as his/her mistaken parameter setups
and assignments.

7 Testing, experiments and evaluation
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Table 3 comparison of situation before and after learning takes
Error Pre Test Post Test Error

classifica
tion

send a carrier at
the same time.
Not
understanding
the concept and
necessity of the
carrier request
proposal.

5 persons 1 person C

Disregarding the
function of the
satellite and
believing direct/
dedicated
transfer between
fellow stations is
possible.

N/A

1

N/A A,B,C,D
Assigning
camera to more
than three
stations.

5 persons 1 person C

Believing that
sending of 2
carriers from one
station is
possible.

3 persons 1 person A
Not
understanding
why the image
and sound signal
sent by ones
own station is
received again.

5 persons 3 persons D
Believing that
receiving two
carriers from the
same station is
possible.

3 persons 1 person A
Believing that bi-
directional
communication
is possible only
with a specific
station.

5 persons 1 person DNot
understanding
that, by
switching the
carrier to a
different station,
the current
proposing
station carrier
will disappear.

5 persons 1 person B Assigning the
carrier to each
station
consecutively.

5 persons 1 person D

Believing that
only one
broadcast is

possible.
5 persons 5 persons DBelieving that all

stations can 3 persons
1

3 persons C

We have performed an evaluation experiment of our system over a small sample. 5 beginner students with no
SCS system experience were selected as the object of our SCS conference experiment. We have first explained
them the control panel representations, meanings and operation mode, as well as the agenda window
functionality, and the SCS system setup as a bi-directional communication system. They were able to consult the
SCS user manual. Next, we have done a pre-test with the system without the diagnosis mechanism, and followed
and checked the operations and mistakes of the beginner operator. Then, we have performed the same
experiment, this time, with the help of the diagnosis mechanism. In the last step, we have compared the
understanding level before and after learning. The result is displayed in table 3. A system screen display during
the experiment is shown in figure 3. This figure displays a student deadlock situation, where the student has
asked for an explanation about the deadlock, and the system has next checked the SCS system structure related
error cause, and finally displayed it on the screen for the student to see. In the case presented in figure 3, the
student hasn't realized the fact that there are only two receptors on the satellite, and has mistakenly allocated
carriers tb 3 stations. The explanation of his/her error is displayed on the control panel. The state of 3 stations
having the carrier is represented on the panel as the respective stations' buttons turning all red (left corner of fig.
3, darkened buttons). However, if the student doesn't grasp the meaning of the representation and the cause and
source of his/her errors, and asks therefore the system for help, the system will display the folio wing message:
"There are only two receptors on the satellite". With this explanation, the student understands that, as there are
only 2 receptors on the satellite, s/he cannot allocate carriers to 3 stations, and will operate the panel correctly in
his/her next steps.

According to our system's result shown in table 3, the students can understand the SCS system sap strains and
limitations, the fact that the signal has to be sent from different stations, the fact that there are orfritwo carriers,
and the concept of the XOR receptors of the satellite. However, the broadcasting mechanism was not completely
understood. This is probably due to the fact that, in the current simulation system, there is no visual display of
the broadcasting mechanism, of the time and direction of the transmission.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an educational qualitative diagnosis simulator based on an object-oriented approach to
mental model formation. In our model, the structure, behavior and functions of the SCS system are the objects,
and from the description of the causality relations between these objects, the student can determine the cause of
his/her error, based on system structure judgment.
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From educational strategy point of view, QUAD implements and supports a combination of learning methods,
like "Reinforcement learning", "Learning by exploring", "Learning by asking", "Learning by applying", "Self-
monitoring", and so on. From educational depth point of view, the QUAD system doesn' t stop at the procedural
surface level, but traces the structural implications, to gain a deep knowledge level.

For further research, we believe that, by expanding the current system, and identifying more precisely the mental
model of the student, a more appropriate guidance system can be developed.
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Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) provides interaction opportunities
between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning. Intelligent ILE
(IILE) provides quality feedback or authentic guidance to learners who need help
in the ILE. This research aims to explore design implications of IILE by studying
model of learner in the mathematics fraction domain. 169 primary four learners
were invited to answer 10 open-ended questions on fraction addition and
subtraction. A learner model on category of error and error pattern was formulated
from the 423 erroneous responses. Results of the study indicated that researchers
should study error patterns by understanding work of learners, distinguish
careless mistakes from error patterns, and consider scaffolding support.

Keywords: Intelligent Interactive Learning Environment, Learner Model

1 INTRODUCTION

There are two categories of Learning Environment (LE): content-free and subject-specific [1]. A content-free
LE allows participants and facilitators to formulate their own topics for discussion. Knowledge formulated
from such interactions belongs to the learning community [2]. A subject-specific LE involves subject
knowledge. Some subject-specific environments stress knowledge transfer like Intelligent Tutoring System
(ITS) [3]. Other subject-specific environments such as Interactive Learning Environments (ILE), assisting
learners to learn through exploration, put efforts on designing manipulative virtual learning devices [4]. No
matter an LE is designed for knowledge transfer or knowledge formulation, subject matter of the learning
domain should be carefully studied and incorporated in it [5].

1.1 Design Considerations of an ILE

The study of subject matters plays a crucial role in designing ILE involving knowledge exploration because
learners are not obtaining knowledge directly from the ILE. Learners have to learn by analogy, that is, learners
have to transfer knowledge from manipulating the manipulative virtual devices of the ILE to grasp the abstract
concepts of the subject domain [4]. Expert teachers are skilful in predicting how learners will think and err [6].
This diagnostic ability is tied to an expert's special understanding of the subject and is undoubtedly derived
from multiple opportunities to teach the same content [7]. This knowledge includes knowing which aspects of
a topic are particularly difficult, what the common misconceptions are, and what representations &iinportant
for authentic learning. Shulman [8] termed this kind of knowledge as Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK).
It is crucial to utilize teachers' expert knowledge, especially knowledge on representation for authentic
learning, to design manipulative virtual devices of an ILE.

1.2 Design Considerations of an Intelligent ILE

An ILE may provide interaction opportunities between learners and the virtual devices for productive learning.
Some learners may learn the subject matter well without the assistance of the virtual learning devices. Some
learners may learn well with chances to interact with the interactive learning devices of the environment.
However, some learners may need guidance to learn well in the ILE [9]. An Intelligent ILE (IILE) is an ILE
that provide feedback or guidance to those learners who need such help in learning the subject domain. Those
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learners who do not need help will not notice the existence of the auxiliary service. Learner model of learning
in a subject domain may provide information about the behaviour of learners in learning the domain. Studying
the learning model of learners may assist IILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain technical
details such as formulating mal rules for understanding learning states of learners. A learner model thus may
help to tailor-make an IILE for assisting various types of learners in learning the discipline. It is therefore
important to study the learning model of learners in a specific subject domain for designing a useful and
practical IILE to assist learners of various kinds in the learning process.

Three knowledge bases are therefore important for designing an IILE for learning subject-specific knowledge.
They are the subject matter, the learner model of learning in the domain and the PCK of teachers in teaching
the discipline. Subject matter knowledge base contains subject matter knowledge. It can provide subject
matter advice and knowledge state of learners in the learning process. Learner model contains behaviour
representations of learners. Learner model knowledge base may provide information about the learning state
of learner. PCK knowledge base contains diverse guidance knowledge for different learning states of learners.
It may provide learning advises based on PCK of experienced teachers of the subject domain who know how
learners think and err in the discipline. Software agents will monitor the performance of learner in the learner
interface. Software agents will determine proactive or reactive responses after a negotiation and
communication process in the feedback and guidance generator. The negotiation will be a judgement of the
knowledge state of the learner in the domain using both the learner model knowledge base and subject matter
knowledge base of the IILE. Final decision will be an outcome after a consultation with the PCK knowledge
base of the IILE and the cumulative data of an individual learner. The cumulative data records the historical
learning states of each individual learner captured by the IILE. Figure 1 shows a conceptual design of an IILE
for generating feedback and guidance.

Figure 1: A conceptual design of an IILE for generating feedback and guidance

Subject Matter Knowledge Base

PCK Knowledge Base

( Learner Model Knowledge Base

Feedback and Guidance
Generator

Performance of learner Feedback and guidance to learner

Learner Interface

Cumulative data of
Individual Learner

1.3 Chosen Subject Domain

A review of literatures indicated that many learners have great difficulties in learning the concepts and
procedural knowledge of mathematics fraction [10, 11, 12]. Streefland [11] further pointed out that the main
cause of such difficulties is the inadequate and inappropriate teaching in the traditional approaches. As the
teaching and learning of mathematics fraction is an internationally renowned difficult topic, it is considered as
an appropriate exemplar to be investigated for automation.

2 AIM AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of this research is to study the knowledge of learners in a subject-specific domain and to investigate
its implication for designing a subject-specific IILE. There are two specific objectives: (1) to understand the
problems of learners in learning the topic; (2) to discuss design issues of an IILE. Such findings may inform
the development of IILE for providing quality feedback and guidance to learners.

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A questionnaire for studying model of primary learners on learning fraction addition and subtraction was
designed.
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169 primary four learners from four different schools were invited to complete the questionnaire through their
mathematics teachers. All learners had completed their learning of fraction addition and subtraction before the
test. Learners were requested to do the questionnaire on individual basis in a mathematics lesson for about 35
minutes. No discussions were allowed. The answer sheets were not used for any form of assessment but
returned to the researcher after the administration. All 169 answer sheets returned were used for data analysis.

4 RESULTS AND DISSCSSIONS

This section will report on the quantitative and qualitative analysis results of all errors responded by
participants of the survey and will discuss their implications on designing an IILE. The learner model
formulated contains two areas: (1) knowledge of learners on category of error; and (2) knowledge of learners
on error patterns of the domain.

4.1 Knowledge of Learner on Category of Error

Nine categories of error were identified and summarized from the 423 incorrect responses. Though incorrect
response of each question may contain more than one error, this study selected the primary source of error for
classification. Results were summarized in table 1. Categories were organized in descending order of
percentage that account for the errors. The summarized result may serve as an important reference in
designing a learner model of LE for fraction learning. Among the nine categories, categories 1, 2 and 9
directly related to the subject matter and accounted for nearly forty percent of the erroneous work. Categories
3 and 8 were common types of error in any mathematics exercise. It is interesting to investigate whether
learners in this age group would commit these types of error like doing subtraction for addition at a certain
level of unconsciousness. The study reflected that these factors might account for another twenty percents of
errors.

Table 1: Category of error summarized from the learner model of the study
:Category of Eliot- Percentage A:ccounted

1 Improper handling of mixed number in fraction operation 20.4%
2. Insufficient procedural knowledge for evaluating fraction 14.7%
3. Calculation or careless mistake 13.5%
4 Unable to set up correct expression for solving word problem 11.6%
5. Incorrect strategy for evaluating expression 11.4%
6. Unable to identify error pattern for erroneous work 10.9%
7. Not responding to question or the piece of work unfinished 8.5%
8. Conducting subtraction for addition and similarly addition for subtraction 5.5%
9. Incorrect simplification of answer to the simplest fraction form 3.6%

Though categories 4 and 5 can be purposely avoided, they do play a role in mathematics learning. Setting up
expression for solving problems in a scenario may help to test whether a learner has grasped the taught concept.
Strategies of evaluating numerical expressions may help to detect whether a learner has knowledge on
magnitude of operands and order of evaluation on operators in an expression. The deficiency of this
knowledge accounted for twenty percents of errors detected in this study. Categories 6 and 7 accounted for the
last twenty percent of learners' work that might not be understandable or remain unfinished. Those 10 percent
of learners' work could not be identified for any error pattern reflected that even human teacheFs might be
unable to understand open-ended pieces of work like evaluating mathematics expressions. i`trr

4.2 Knowledge of Learner on Error Patterns

This section will report on knowledge of learners with problems in working with fractions on addition and
subtraction. After careful analysing error patterns of learners in evaluating and solving simple fraction
addition and subtraction problems, two categories were summarized: (1) concrete error pattern; and (2) vague
idea on working with fractions. The first category includes some concrete error patterns that can be abstracted
into mal rules. The second category contains error patterns that cannot be easily summarized into mal rules
but reflect vague ideas and incomplete working procedures of learners. One of the most famous mal rules on
fraction addition can be named as "Add numerators and add denominators". Learner with poor knowledge on
fraction addition will adopt knowledge of arithmetic addition by adding the numerators of fractions in the
fraction expression to give the numerator of the resultant fraction and similarly adding the denominators of
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fractions to give the denominator of the resultant fraction. There were four learners committing this type of
error in this study. This rule might explain 3% of the errors. The second category of error pattern to be
analysed involves high-level abstraction. The group of learners in this category showed no concrete error
patterns. However, the pattern illustrated that these learners have some vague ideas of doing fraction addition
and subtraction. Examples were illustrated in table 2.

Table 2 Vague ideas for evaluating fraction addition and subtraction expressions

Error 1 Error 2

Learner 1 (3 score)

Learner 2 (6 score)

Learner 3(0 score)

3 1
=

8 6

1 1

2 3

1 1
=

2 3

9 9
=

18

18 18 18

3 2 5

10 10 10

1x3 1x3

=1

1

2

3 2 6 3 1 3x6 1x6 54
= -1-

18

3
=

18

12 6
=

18 5
-1- =

2x3 3x1
= =

6 6 5 8 6 8x6 3x6

These erroneous presentations reflected that learners did have vague ideas about the working procedures on
fraction addition. They need assistance to organize the disconnected nodes into a semantic net. Result of the
studies indicated that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work.

Identify Careless Mistake

The learner model of this study reflected that twenty percent of errors were derived from calculation or
careless mistakes. Careless mistakes in this study mean transcription errors or simple computational mistakes
form one step to another. The feedback and guidance will be different if an error is identified as a careless one.
An IILE should handle not only problems generated from subject matters but also general problems of learner
like careless mistake. An authentic guidance should provide not only advices or actions that can assist learners
to formulate conceptual understanding of the subject domain but also offer help to learners derived from
general problems such as careless mistakes. An IILE should attempt to distinguish careless mistake from
other error patterns like human teachers.

Scaffolding Support

The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of learners reflected that only immediate
feedback may not help learner much and thus authentic guidance should be considered for facilitating
conceptual understanding. A productive learning support should be an arrangement of a sequence of
situations for facilitating knowledge construction [12]. The role of a mathematics-learning environment will
be to help learners to learn, especially those fundamental concepts in mathematics, but not to replace
mathematics learning in the conventional manner. Therefore it is fundamental for such kind of learning
environment to provide scaffolding support to learner when assistance is needed. Support should gradually
withdraw so that learner can stand on its own after leaving the system. Therefore a fraction IILE should be
designed like a blank sheet for learner to work with fraction. Feedback and guidance are only provided when
it is needed. On the other hand, learner working in the IILE who does not need support will not notice the IILE
in behind.

5 CONCLUSION

Studying the learning model of learners may assist IILE designers to formulate design principles and obtain
details for understanding learning states of learners. The learner model of this study modelled behaviour of
learners in two aspects: error category and error patterns. Nine categories of error were identified. Forty
percent of errors were derived from inadequate knowledge of learners on subject matters. Twenty percent
could be explained by careless mistakes. Twenty percent involved general mathematics knowledge. The final
twenty percent of erroneous work were difficult to be classified or work was not completed. Learner model of
the study reflected that some error patterns could be represented by mal rules. However, there were even more
that cannot. An alternate method of studying error patterns of learners is to understand their work. Result of
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the study indicated that IILE needed to apply a strategy to identify careless mistake so that appropriate
guidance to learners can be provided. The forty percent of errors derived from inadequate knowledge of
learners reflected that only immediate feedback may not help much and thus authentic guidance should be
considered for facilitating conceptual understanding. A productive scaffolding support should be an
arrangement of situations for facilitating knowledge construction. The future work of the study is to design
ways and means to understand work of students, to devise strategy to distinguish careless mistake from other
error patters, and to plan scenarios for assisting learners to learn by exploration in an IILE.
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Microgenetic approach to understanding the process of cognitive development
entails repeatedly assessing participants' performance on a conceptual domain
undertaking rapid change. In the present study, we adopted the microgenetic
method to examine the conceptual change process in learning elementary
Newtonian mechanics. Twelve junior-high school students with comparable
competency in mechanics were assigned to two groups, and their understanding
of concepts in elementary mechanics were assessed in four occasions by
interacting with a computerized test-bank software. Participants in the group-test
condition were assessed in a group setting. Participants in the individual-test
condition were additionally asked to provide explanations for their answers to
each test item. The results showed that while participants benefited from being
repeatedly tested and showing a increasingly higher level of sophistication in
their understanding for most of the conceptual domains tested, it doesn't matter
whether or not they also offered explanations to their own answers. More
importantly, the differences in developmental course across conceptual domains
and the variability of developmental course within conceptual domains together
lend support to the theoretical assumptions of the microgenetic approach.

Keywords: conceptual change, microgenetic analysis, computer-assisted
testing, basic mechanics

1 Intioduction

There is little doubt that one of the major challenges in understanding cognitive development is to have an
adequate account for the process of conceptual change. Over the last few decades, research in cognitive
development has produced a number of distinctive approaches to understanding the process of conceptual
change. Among them, Piaget's stage theory was most prominent and has influenced virtually all trades of
research in cognitive development. However, numerous theorists have seriously challenged Piagetian
theories over the past decade [1, 2, 3, 4, 6]. One of the main criticisms these theorists raise against the
Piaget's theory was its lack of precise specification of the mechanisms underlying conceptual Arnge. Most
recently, Siegler and his colleagues have proposed a new approach, the microgenetic analysis, to unravel the
process of conceptual change [5, 6, 7]. In essence, the microgenetic method entails a dense sampling of
observations so that a concept under rapid change and development can be effectively described and
analyzed. In particular, [5] has suggested five dimensions or aspects to reveal the change process, namely
path, rate, breadth, variability and sources of change [6]. In the present study, we adopted the microgenetic
approach to examine junior-high school students' understanding of basic mechanics. Their understandings
were assessed either in a group setting or individually. In the former the participants were merely required
to interact with a computerized test-bank software. In the latter, the participants were required to provide
explanations to their answers in addition to interacting with the test-bank software. The main reason to have
such a manipulation was because there is evidence indicating that self-explanations could promote learning,
especially in the conceptual domain [5, 9].
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2 Method

Participants. In order to find two groups of junior-high school students with comparable competency in
elementary mechanics, we first administered a paper-and-pencil conceptual test of mechanics to 280
junior-high school students from 6 classes of a private high school in the Chiayi County in Taiwan. We then
selected 12 among the class of students that had a mean score close to the average performance of the entire
sample. Those students had scores that were right at the level of class average. They were randomly assigned
to two groups that were tested either individually or in a group setting.

Materials and apparatus. In order to effectively assess participants' conceptual development in their
understanding of basic mechanics, we first built a computerized test-bank software. The test bank
contained multiple-choice questions with multimedia presentation (see Figure 1 for illustration) and covered
nine different units of basic mechanics, namely, (a) displacement and its magnitude, (b) average and instant
velocity, (c) 2-D coordinate systems, (d) X-T graphs, (e) V-T graphs, (f) translation between X-T and V-T
graphs, (g) motion equations, (h) Hook's law, (i) static equilibrium, and (j) vectors (differentiation and
integration). For each unit, we first established the levels of conceptual sophistication that seemed to be
appropriate for that unit. The levels represent a progression from rudimentary understanding to elaborate
mastery of a given conceptual domain. Due to the variation in conceptual complexity of each unit, the levels
of sophistication varied from 3 to 5, reflecting the relative difficulty and complexity among items
constructed for each level. There were 10 streams of parallel items constructed for each conceptual unit; as a
result the test items for each unit varied from 30 to 50 items. The items were parallel in the sense that only
the protagonists and/or numerical quantities were altered between items at the same level of sophistication.
Although we constructed a complete set of test bank, only units of a (displacement), c (2-D coordinate
system), d (X-T graphs), h (Hook's law), and i (static equilibrium) were administered to the participants due
to the constraints of available time and the background knowledge covered in their regular courses on
mechanics.

.;a4k

- 0 4 :

Figure 1. An example of computerized test item for assessing conceptual understanding
of basic mechanics.

Procedure. The participants were tested in two groups, six in each group. For the group-test participants,
they were assessed in a group setting (in the school's computer room), although their interactions with the
test-bank software were essentially independent of one another. For the individual-test partiants, they
each interacted with the software separately via a notebook. Their interactions with the test-bink software,
including the answers they gave for each item and the explanations they offered for their answers, were
videotaped. The test-bank software was also equipped with a database for recording various aspects of
participants' interactions with it, including the item number, the level of sophistication for a given item, the
answer, the accuracy of the answer, the reversal index, and exit type, among others.

Participants' understanding of the five units in elementary mechanics was each assessed four times for both
groups, over a period of about 4 months. The first two assessments were conducted toward the end of the
spring semester and the second two assessments were conducted at the beginning of the fall semester,
interrupted by the summer break. For each assessment, we adopted an adaptive testing principle by using the
staircase method typically used in psychophysical research [8] for assessing the threshold. The staircase
method we used entailed raising one level of difficulty (sophistication) after correctly answering two
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consecutive items at the same level, and lowering the level of difficulty whenever an incorrect answer was
encountered. According to Levitt (1971), this procedure would yield a (conceptual) threshold value of
about .71, a value that is normally used in psychophysical research. When participants answered incorrectly
on an item, they were subsequently given items that were at a lower level. If they answered correctly on
items that were presumably easier, they would be given items at a higher level of difficulty. At this juncture,
a reversal point would be registered as the level of difficulty for items that were preceded and followed by
items at a higher level of difficulty. A second type of reversal point has the opposite property, namely items
that were preceded and followed by items that were at a lower level of difficulty. For each round of
assessment we collected 5 reversal points before allowing the participants to exit from the test. The mean of
the five reversal points was then used to define the level of conceptual understanding for the participant.

We also designed alternative routes for exiting the test bank software. Some of the units were relatively easy
such that participants were able to correct throughout all levels of difficulty. If that happened, we would
allow them to exit when they answered correctly three items in a row at the highest level of difficulty. In
contrast, some units were relatively difficult, at least in the first round of assessment, such that participants
were unable to advance themselves from the first to second level. We also allowed the participant to exit if
they were incorrectly on three items consecutively at the first level.

3 Results

We first computed, for each of the five units examined, the mean value of conceptual threshold for each
participant for each of the four rounds of assessment. These mean values of threshold were then submitted to
a 2 (group) x 4 (round) mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) for each unit separately. As can be seen in
Figure 3, the differences between the two groups of participants did not reach significance level for four of
the five units, namely, displacement, coordinate system, Hook's law, and static equilibrium, F's < 1 or p's
> .15. The difference between the two groups approaches significant for the unit of X-T graphs, F(1, 9) =
4.90, p = .054, indicating that on average the individually tested participants (M = 2.68) performed better
than their group-tested participants (M = 2.05) The main effect of round of assessment was highly reliable
for two of the five units, F(3, 27) = 6.38, p = .002, for displacement, and F(3, 27) = 5.49, p = .004 for X-T
graphs. It was marginally significant for the unit of Hook's law, F(3, 27) = 2.84, p = .057, but was unreliable
for units of 2-D coordinate system and static equilibrium, F's < 1.

Because the participants were tested four rounds in succession, the data allow us to perform trend analyses
in addition to the omnibus ANOVA. The results of trend analysis for the three units that participants
appeared to undertake rapid change reveal the following findings: For displacement unit, both the linear
trend and the cubic trend were reliable, F(1, 9) = 8.51, p < .02, and F(1, 9) = 12.45, p < .01, respectively.
Likewise, for X-T graphs unit, both the linear and cubic trends were reliable, F(1, 9) = 5.79, p < .05, and F(1,
9) = 715, p < .03, respectively. Finally, for Hook's law unit, only the cubic trend was reliable, F(1, 9) =
10.68, p = .01, but the linear trend was not, F(1, 9) = 2.25, p > .16.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The findings of the present study indicate that three of the elementary concepts in mechanics we
examineddisplacement and its magnitude, X-T graphs, and Hook's law--were under rapid change such that
with four rounds of assessment, spanning a period of 4 moths, we had witnessed nontrivial char over time.
It is interesting to note that the pattern of conceptual change for both displacement and X-T graphs units not
only exhibited a pattern of monotonic increase in level of sophistication, and thus yield reliable linear trends,
but also exhibited reliable cubic pattern, indicating that the conceptual understanding was not as stable as a
stage theory would have predicted. That is, almost all participants, regardless of the setting in which they
were tested, exhibited the pattern that while they had a better performance at the second round of assessment,
their performance dropped on the third round of assessment before they advanced themselves again at the
four round (see Figure 2). Those who have criticized the stage theories such as Piaget's have noted such a
pattern. According to stage theories, participants should at least remain at the same stage of development
once they reach at a given stage. It is in this sense that the microgenetic approach can offer a picture that
perhaps is closer to the reality of developmental course. There were also units, namely, the 2-D coordinate
system and static equilibrium, to which our participants demonstrated their understanding and mastery early
on such that no substantial change was observed over the period of assessment. These differences among the
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units once again demonstrates the strength of microgenetic method in that not all conceptual domains would
undertake a uniform course of development. Finally we were somewhat surprised to find that
self-explanations did not exert reliable effects on our participants' performance. One possible reason may
have to do with the fact that the test items we constructed were really geared toward participants' basic
conceptual understanding, In so doing we may have greatly reduced the complexity of those conceptual
domains such that whether or not self-explanations were required was ineffective in promoting conceptual
change. [9]
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This paper describes the I-Help peer help network, where helpers and helpees are
paired according to the contents of their user models. Although originally designed
for large groups, in this paper we suggest ways in which I-Help may be used in a
small group, problem-based learning curriculum. The use of I-Help will be very
different in this context: it is not expected to be necessary for all students. However,
some learners may experience difficulties with some aspects of problem-based
learning, such as: scheduling of meetings; involvement in discussions; understanding
roles; acquiring skills for problem-based learning; different interaction preferences;
differences in cognitive styles. We describe how I-Help may be used to alleviate
some of these difficulties, in particular: by putting groups into contact with other
groups; or putting individuals into contact with someone outside their group who can
advise, or who is facing similar problems, and would like to explore the issues jointly.
At the same time, group cohesion is not disrupted.

Keywords: peer help, problem-based learning, student modelling.

1 Introduction

Problem-based learning (PBL) is used in many academic subjects (e.g. architecture, business, education,
engineering, law, medicine). The first implementations were in medical education, and PBL is still used in many
medical sciences courses today. We therefore focus on medical education in this paper, though many of the
arguments are applicable to a range of subjects.

Medicine is a difficult subject to teach and learn: the knowledge to be acquired and integrated is broad and very
complex. This knowledge is useful only if it can be applied to problems presented by real patients. Such
problems are ill-structured, specified with partial information, and often complicated by diverse interacting
factors. While acquiring basic domain knowledge is a fundamental activity in medical education, integrative
problem-solving is also a fundamental goal.

PBL attempts to focus learning around authentic patient problems or cases, which bring together many
interacting issues of a multidisciplinary nature. A core aspect of PBL is that problems should be only partially
specified. PBL involves the student in a practical activity, carried out in small groups (usually 4-8, facilitated by a
tutor) in which students identify and research their own learning issues [17]. Typically a group will meet to
discuss a case, identify learning issues, and then research these individually using a variety of resources (e.g.
print-based, web-based and people). They then meet again to report and discuss the case further. .

Investigations into the benefits of PBL have produced mixed results, possibly in part because traditional
assessment mechanisms are less appropriate measures of the goals of PBL [13,30]. It is stressed that there is, as
yet, no evidence that a PBL curriculum is more successful than a traditional approach [27]. Nevertheless, PBL
has been embraced by some as the preferred approach to medical education, advantages cited including: the self-
directed nature of PBL [27]; a greater tendency towards a deep approach to learning [21]; and positive student
attitudes [6]. Others suggest that acquisition of basic domain knowledge may not be well supported in PBL.
Learners may later recall less factual knowledge, since they are spending time learning other skills in addition to
content [30], and they may lack depth of knowledge [18]. Explanations generated by PBL students can be less
coherent, and more frequently incorrect [23]. Learners may also become bored with the PBL process [29]. It has
also been recognised that PBL may simply not suit all students' ways of learning [10]. While the peer help system
described in this paper can assist in a number of areas, it is this latter aspect that we focus on here.
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This paper is neither a critique nor an endorsement of PBL. However, we emphasise that in PBL (as in traditional
education), there is a need for tools to support peer interaction for situations where learners need assistance. In
this paper we describe how the I-Help (Intelligent Help) system can be used to support students who have
difficulties with the PBL approach by putting groups into contact with other groups, or an individual into contact
with another learner who may advise or collaborate.

Section 2 of this paper introduces existing examples of computer support for PBL, and describes other systems
which mediate peer help. The advantages of I-Help in large groups are described in Section 3. Section 4
discusses how the large group implementation of I-Help may be adapted to support PBL students when they are
experiencing problems with the PBL approach. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2 Computer support for problem-based learning and peer help

Computer support for group interaction in PBL has been implemented for the asynchronous distance education
context; the synchronous distributed learning context; and the co-present small group situation. Kamin et al. [15]
describe a combined Web/CD-ROM program containing a video patient case, for use by a group of third year
medical students and tutor. It is designed to facilitate asynchronous PBL during a clinical course component,
requiring independent and collaborative involvement. Cameron et al. [5] discuss a distributed problem-based
learning project using conferencing software together with a web page, to support synchronous sessions aimed at
enabling 'authentic PBL' to occur amongst distributed first/second year medical students and a tutor. Koschmann
et al. [16] introduce a method of conducting PBL meetings between students and tutor in a face-to-face context,
using connected individual laptops and a large shared display. This approach is close to that found in PBL
meetings not supported by computers, but offers some advantages: parallel polling (to ascertain each group
member's views before they hear the ideas of others); and a record of contributions.

Computer support for PBL may, or may not include actual cases within the program: students may be
collaborating about computer-presented cases, or interacting through the computer environment about externally
introduced cases. External cases may be provided by the tutor off-line, or may be drawn from a database of
patient cases (e.g. PATSy [19]). Systems to support PBL may help to structure and focus PBL discussions.
However, even where such systems are available to a student, we believe that additional support is needed by
some learners, to help them cope with the PBL situation if they feel uncomfortable with some aspects of it.

While it is acknowledged that many learners benefit from collaborative work, it is also the case that collaboration
will not suit all learners; or a particular instantiation of a computational or non-computational collaborative
learning environment may not suit a learner who could potentially gain much from collaborative interaction. Thus
more flexible means of facilitating peer interaction would be useful. This kind of support will differ from that
provided by systems such as the above: students who find the PBL approach difficult may find it useful to be put
into contacf with a peer who can share experiences about specific aspects of PBL.

An increasing number of peer help systems are attempting to organise learner interactions according to the
student models of the individuals concerned i.e. they have a matchmaking component; or by learner selection
of available helpers. The matchmakers in such systems can take account of a variety of factors, but they most
often look at students' relative proficiencies in the target domain. A few examples are given below.

An example of a peer help environment is that of Yu et al. [31], where more advanced learners act as mentors.
Mentors are selected according to their knowledge, with reference to the following criteria: sents who have
successfully completed the course; students with high grades in other courses; students who have -.finished
assignments; students who have successfully completed the computer-based tasks about which others need help;
teachers and teaching assistants. The assumption is that the group of mentors and the student group do not
overlap (though Yu et al. suggest extending the system to allow student-student help). Students select mentors
based on availability (mentors may be involved in up to three help sessions); and the current problem (mentors
may only help on one problem area at a time).

The above example has the advantage that learners choose to receive help when they need it, and are not forced
into a collaborative context if they prefer not to participate. Further, they are guaranteed a knowledgeable helper.
Nevertheless, there are drawbacks to this approach outside the setting for which it was designed. The set-up is
very rigid: currently only externally acceptable (i.e. tutor-selected) individuals may be mentors. This does ensure
that helpers are knowledgeable, but it does not require that they are good helpers. It also does not take account of
the fact that students may benefit educationally from giving help, as well as receiving it.
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Hoppe [14] proposes integrating knowledge from individual student models to support group learning i.e. to
parameterize group learning. One of the benefits is that peer helpers may be selected for help sessions: a
knowledgeable helper can be partnered with a less knowledgeable student. In Hoppe's work this occurs as
follows: a learner issues a help request; a menu of potential suitable helpers is offered; the learner selects their
choice of helper; the selected helper receives the help request; the helper accepts or rejects the request. This
approach is claimed to avoid personal conflicts, as helpers are neither assigned, nor must they interact directly
with the helpee if they wish to refuse. It also allows all participants the opportunity to be helpers, as long as they
know about the topic. It does not guarantee, however, that selected helpers will be proficient at helping.

Ogata et al. [22] extend this notion of peer help networks, taking into account pre-existing social networks
amongst individuals, claiming that these are at least as consequential in a help context, as more official
organisational structures. Ogata et al.'s approach allows users to register their proficiencies and social networks,
and it also automatically traces user relationships by logging email exchanges. This provides additional
information on personal networks, and also on abilities of the user: if an individual answers a question posed by a
peer, the helper is assumed to be knowledgeable. These relationships are taken into account when matching
potential helpers with those requesting help.

The above approaches allow peer interactions to be initiated by a learner, as required. Helpers are contacted, and
may choose to take up or reject interactions. The first example [31] does not require extensive student models,
but is quite restricted. The second example [14] expects student models to be in place, though overlay models are
sufficient to indicate knowledge levels of individuals. The final example [22] does not require detailed models of
knowledge, since it relies on social closeness and self-evaluations together with assumptions about competence
based on question keywords in a help request, that has been responded to by the individual being modelled.
However, what is not present in these approaches is an ability to match students according to their preferences of
interaction method, or individual cognitive style, or to take into account a helper's ability to help. Such issues
may be just as important for peer interaction to be successful.

The following section describes I-Help: an environment based on multiple user models, to match students who
have help requests with potential peer helpers. I-Help aims to accommodate a broader range of characteristics
that might be important when pairing learners. Suggestions of how I-Help might be usefully applied in PBL are
then given in Section 4. This includes the more common face-to-face PBL context, and use alongside software to
support group interaction in PBL, such as described at the beginning of this section.

3 I-Help

I-Help is the integration of several information/help sources brought together through the metaphor of a help-
desk [12], designed originally for large student groups. The two principal components are an asynchronous
public discussion forum [3], and a one-on-one private discussion facility which may be used synchronously or
asynchronously. In the case of the private discussions, multiple distributed user models are used [20] to match
students who can help each other in their learning. Each user has a personal agent which uses its owner's student
model as a source of information for negotiating help sessions with other users, through their respective personal
agents [28]. (Some examples of agent personas are shown in Figure 1.) The following illustrates the sequence of
events for a help request. (For an example see [11]).
1. A student contacts their agent to issue a request for peer help;
2. The student's agent negotiates with the agents of other learners, to find appropriate helpers;
3. The top five user-matches are emailed that there is a help request waiting for them in
4. To ensure maximum immediacy of response, while not duplicating effort, the first helper to accept the

request starts a one-on-one discussion. Requests to other potential helpers are thereby cancelled;
5. Upon completion of discussion, each learner receives an evaluation form through which they evaluate their

partner, for student modelling purposes.

The I-Help student model is composed, as stated above, in part from peer evaluations given at the end of a help
session by both helper and helpee, about the knowledge of the other participant. The student model also
comprises self-evaluations of knowledge level in each of the domain areas. In addition, helpees rate the utility of
the help received. Social issues are also considered: learners can add users to their 'friends' listi.e. people with
whom they will preferentially interact, be they 'real friends' or people they do not know, but who have been
helpful to them in the past. Students may also add individuals to their 'banned' listpeople with whom they wish
to have no further dealings. Much information for the student model is easily captured, since it is user-given. It is
continually updated as peers evaluate help sessions once they are completed.
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Also modelled are individuals' cognitive styles. The identification of cognitive style is based on Riding and
Cheema's classification [26], which comprises two dimensions: wholist-analytic and verbal-imagery. The wholist-
analytic dimension refers to the extent to which an individual usually processes information in wholes or separate
parts; the verbal-imagery style relates to the degree to which an individual tends to represent information during
thinking in a verbal or image form. In I-Help this information is provided through a front-end questionnaire. The
questionnaire is very short, designed for students who may not themselves be interested in the outcome. The aim
is to encourage learners to provide at least some information. While recognising that this is not ideal, partial
cognitive style information is considered preferable to no information at all.

Five question types were identified, requiring different cognitive style combinations of helper and helpee:
1. How does this fit with other things?

The first choice of helper for this type of question is a wholist, regardless of the cognitive style of the helpee,
because wholists will tend to be better equipped to provide a broader overview.

2. What are the details of..?
For this question type an analytic helper is preferred, regardless of whether this matches with the cognitive
style of the helpee, because analytics tend to grasp the details of a topic more readily than wholists.

3. Can you recommend any good materials for...?
The aim is to match individuals on the verbal-imagery dimension, since a verbal learner will more likely
recommend materials helpful to another verbaliser, and an imager will do likewise for another imager.

4. Miscellaneous question
This category covers any questions not included in the above. The default is to match all learners on the
wholist-analytic dimension. If possible, learners are also matched on the verbal-imagery dimension.

5 Questions requiring simple answers
No cognitive style matching is undertaken for straightforward questions requiring a simple answer, as
cognitive styles are likely to have little impact here.

When submitting a help request, the learner indicates the question type from the above selection.

In addition to self and peer user-given information, learner models are updated automatically based on
observations of eagerness (browsing and active posting behaviour in the public discussion forums, and amount of
help given in private discussions). Furthermore, personal agents note which cognitive style matches seem most
successful for different question types, and update the user model accordingly. (This also helps to overcome
potential inaccuracies in the initial self-report.) Figure 1 illustrates the sources of information for the student
model (open arrowheads), and the differences between private and public discussions. In the private discussions
a learner interacts directly with a single peer in each dialogue, to give and receive help. Public discussions take
place in forums there is no direct interaction between two people (solid arrowheads).
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Figure 1: I-Help public and private discussions

In seeking partners, a personal agent tries to balance all relevant information (knowledge level of helpers;
helpfulness of helpers; eagerness to help; preferential friends; exclusion of banned people; appropriateness of
cognitive style). By default these issues are given equal weighting, but the learner may re-rank each component,
as is important for them. For example, some learners may have more flexible cognitive styles. For such students,
style may be a relatively unimportant factor. Other students will have more difficulty adapting to someone else's
way of learning, and will assign greater importance to cognitive styles perhaps even preferring this kind of
match above the requirement that a helper should be very knowledgeable.
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A variation on the peer help scenario involves permitting students to choose the kind of interaction they want,
based on the S/UM system [4]. In addition to peer help, students may seek: peer feedback about work drafted or
completed; collaborative learning; cooperative learning (i.e. X learns A & Y learns B, followed by tutoring or
reporting). In addition to peer help, this allows students who wish to learn collaboratively or cooperatively the
opportunity to find the most suitable partner. When a user sends an interaction request, they specify the kind of
interaction they are seeking. Their agent negotiates a match with someone who also wishes to interact in that
manner, and who has appropriate characteristics (e.g. a helper should have greater proficiency in the topic than
the helpee; a collaborative partner should have a similar, non-expert, knowledge level).

In summary, the utility of I-Help increases with the number of users, as good matches become more feasible.
Much of the user modelling is performed quickly and naturally by users (self- and peer-evaluations), and these
models by themselves are sufficient even early during interactions, before additional system modelling has
occurred. Student models contain content, cognitive and social information, which can be ranked in order of
importance by learners. Further, I-Help can easily be applied across a broad set of courses: all that is required is a
course description (in the form of course component labels) to be provided by the course tutor. Knowledge levels
represented in user models, to contribute to matchmaking, are then related to these labels. Apart from reducing
the load on tutors, from students requesting information, there are three major educational benefits:

Students receive help when they have difficulties;
Students learn through encountering the possibly conflicting viewpoints of others;
Students will necessarily reflect on an issue when giving help on it.

Thus it is not only those receiving help, who benefit.

4 I-Help in problem-based learning

Due to the nature of PBL, students undertake a lot more research than traditionally educated learners, relying less
on teacher-recommended texts. Many students use electronic resources more heavily than other resources [8],
and they also use general library resources more extensively than their traditional counterparts [2]. I-Help
provides additional human resources, forming a natural extension of this situation, and is likely to be useful to
many students in PBL during the research phase. However, in this paper we focus on supporting those students
who are uncomfortable with some aspects of the PBL approach itself.

Since PBL is focussed around small pre-established peer groups it is less obvious how I-Help might be applied,
as opposed to in larger, traditional classes for which it was originally designed. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the
following description, there are a number of situations in which I-Help could be useful in PBL.

There are a variety of potential difficulties to take into account in a PBL course. For example:
It can be difficult for some students to find time to meet outside scheduled class hours;
For a group to function effectively, individual team members should all be involved in group discussions;
Students may not fully understand their role in the group;
Students may lack the skills to make group interactions work;
Students have different interaction preferences;
Students have different cognitive styles.

Considering the first two of these issues, the public discussion forum of I-Help is a useful tool to keep all
students in contact with their own group's discussions, but also allowing interaction betweenicular group
members, should help or clarification be needed by some participants, on some group issue. At the same time, all
students remain up-to-date with all interactions, at a time that suits them, thus freeing up part of meeting times for
questions and group issues less easily handled through computer interaction.

Perhaps more unusual in the PBL context: there may be occasions when students could usefully interact across
groups. As suggested above, it is not the aim to exclude any group members from any interaction important for
group progress, but there may be situations where individuals from different groups could help each other, on
issues perceived as not directly relevant to either group as a whole. For example, in some PBL contexts the
various roles are divided amongst group members, often rotating. In such situations it might be helpful if
individuals from different groups who are performing the same role (e.g. scribe; group leader; information
analyst), could interact especially if it is early in the rotation, and there is less group experience on which to
draw. It will also be helpful for students finding their role difficult, who are part of a group whose members do
not appreciate the learner's problems. Their personal agent could locate a helper who has successfully fulfilled
the responsibilities of the role in the past, or find another student with similar problems, with whom they can
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jointly explore aspects of the role. Where the whole group acknowledges a lack of understanding of any role, one
of the group members may seek outside assistance on behalf of everyone.

I-Help's user models must therefore be extended to include information about student roles. I-Help must know
the current role of individuals, in order to put students in touch with others facing the same tasks; and it should
also remember the roles that individuals have previously held, and whether they were competent, and whether
they are willing to offer help to novices in these roles. I-Help may then be used to pair individuals in interactions
relating to role responsibilities, keeping such interactions amongst those for whom the discussion is currently
relevant and/or helpful. As more students come to perform each role, previous help session archives may be
accessed as help resources. In this manner, it is hoped that more students may develop an understanding of how
to meet their various responsibilities, resulting in improved group functioning.

It has been commonly noted that many students entering the medical sciences do not possess the skills necessary
for effective group interaction in PBL e.g. discussion, decision making, conflict management, leadership, group
feedback processes [24]. Although I-Help does not teach these skills, its ability to match students with others
who are in a similar position, or who are able to help, provides a form of support not usually available. If a single
individual has problems, the other group members may be able to compensate while also supporting the learner's
development of the skill concerned. However, where group members recognise a general deficiency, they may
use I-Help to put them in contact with a group that functions effectively with regard to the particular skill. They
may be invited to observe, as the efficient group models the behaviour during their next meeting, or one of the
effective group members may describe how their group tackles these issues. This will be especially useful where
there are no resources (e.g. time, staff) for skills training.

Again the I-Help student model must be extended, to accommodate information about group interaction skills.
This will involve all groups in a group evaluation process in order that they may provide skills information for
the user model, which in itself will be a useful reflective activity. The main difference in the structuring of the
model in this case is that skills information will relate to group functioning, and not to specific group members.
Thus I-Help must also know which students belong to which groups. Skills information need then only be given
by one learner.

A potential difficulty encountered by a student who might otherwise do well in PBL is that other group members
may have different interaction preferences: some students gain much from brainstorming or spontaneous
discussion, while others prefer to reflect and organise their thoughts before communicating. The combination of
face-to-face meetings and the public discussion forums helps to cater for all students, while the possibility also
exists to arrange collaboration, cooperation and feedback through the private discussions.

Students also have different cognitive styles. Some individuals understand verbal descriptions well, while others
need pictures, diagrams, or demonstrations. Some learners deal well with abstract concepts and detail, while
others tend towards a more general overview. Although a mixture of cognitive styles might sometimes be
complementary in a group setting, and have a positive effect on group performance, some cognitive style
combinations may lead to difficulties for some individuals. For example, if most members of a group are analytic,
a wholist learner may have difficulty gaining the overview perspective they require to integrate information. Such
an individual might find the situation very difficult as a learning experience. It is also possible that the other
group members will not understand their difficulty. This is a problematic situation since all group members
should be involved in group communications for a group to feel comfortable and function well. Full participation
is essential in some groups to avoid resentment by other group members if they feel that one person is not
contributing. I-Help private discussions should not, then, be used as an alternative to group interaction, as the
group may suffer as a result. However, for students who have problems adapting to the wa/te other group
members work, I-Help may provide a much-needed 'lifeline' by matching them with a student with a similar
cognitive style, to support their PBL activities in a 'more comfortable' fashion. Thus they will continue to interact
with their group to the best of their ability given the difficulties they experience, but they may also work with
another learner outside the group context if they feel this to be useful. This need not detract from the group
experience as a whole, since the learner may report back any findings. Taking the above example, such an
individual's contribution may now be greater, since they will be able to provide the overview that the analytics
lack. Therefore their group contribution may be stronger than any earlier contributions where they had not had
this additional learning opportunity, and were interacting only within the confines of the particular group's
interaction dynamics.

This section has suggested a number of ways in which I-Help might be useful in PBL. It is not suggested that all
PBL students should use it (though the public forum is likely to be generally useful), but that I-Help could
arrange peer support in cases where an individual is having difficulties with some aspect of the PBL approach.
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Although it does not address the problem of group learning for an individual who prefers to learn alone, or in a
different kind of group situation, it does at least provide them with some support that they would otherwise not
have.
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Figure 2: I-Help in problem-based learning

To introduce I-Help to the PBL setting, some additions to the user models are necessary. However, these are very
easy to implement, having simplicity in common with the present representations. Currently I-Help user models
contain: a quantitative measure of knowledge levels in the various domain areas; a quantitative indication of
helpfulness; a quantitative measure of eagerness; a list of friends; a list of banned people; identification of
cognitive style; a list of preferred interaction types. The additional information proposed above comprises: a list
of roles successfully performed previously (to be added by the individual); the current role of the student (also
added by the individual); a list of group membership (provided by one group member); a list of group skills
(based on group evaluation, the result of which is entered by one group member). Thus minimal extensions could
provide essential support to learners having difficulties in PBL. Provision of this information by students should
also encourage them to think about factors that help to make group interaction successful.

Figure 2 illustrates how I-Help can support learners in a PBL setting. Students and peers provide student model
information as occurs in large group uses. I-Help also performs some user modelling as described previously.
The main difference with I-Help in PBL is that interactions for each group are focussed primarily around public
discussions, with each person communicating with other members of their own group. There is less use of the
private discussions. Where private discussions do occur, matching takes place according to the student models of
individuals in the manner described in section 3. In addition to individual models, in PBL group models are
required in order that groups may also be brought together where difficulties are recognised by the group as a
whole. Information for the group model is obtained from one of the group members.

5 Conclusions

I-Help was initially designed to promote peer help amongst a group of learners in a large clasrsitUatian. Some
minor extensions to the system were suggested, to enable it to be effective also for students in. PBL. Despite
many successes claimed for this kind of collaborative interaction, not all students will function at their best with
this type of curriculum. In this paper we focussed on PBL in medical education, but the arguments should be
equally applicable to other academic disciplines and small group contexts, as long as the overall student numbers
are large enough to enable sufficient choices of appropriate partners for cross-group interaction.

In addition to large and small group formal educational settings, I-Help might also be used beyond the classroom
to support medical practitioners. For example, while some contexts have adequate funds to implement elaborate
means of telemedicine (e.g. the U.S. Army [I]), remote areas which might benefit from access to various forms
of telemedicine often find that the low population density does not provide sufficient demand to justify the
expenditure required [25]. In rural locations a system like I-Help would provide a low cost means of obtaining
expert help at least for some cases. Furthermore, practitioners requesting assistance do not themselves need to
know who is the best person to contact. Similarly, I-Help might be useful in putting into contact physicians who
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would like to hear experiences of other practitioners. For example, where ethical considerations are important to
a case, such as conflicts between medical advice and parental beliefs [7]. I-Help might also be used alongside
diagnostic decision support systems in cases where physicians remain unsure about hypotheses, since the advice
offered by such systems may sometimes be misleading [9]. Experience with I-Help at university should
encourage more individuals to register once they graduate and specialise.
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The purpose of asynchronous distance learning systems is to enhance students'
learning performance in the intemet. In this paper, we investigate the
characteristics of the asynchronous materials and propose the criteria to evaluate
them. Employing the criteria, the materials could be adjusted to meet most
students' learning pace. First, the TDC (time -distributed curve ) which is a
learning curve is derived from students' studying time distribution. By the TDC,
it is obtained that the more difficult the materials of the chapter are the steeper
the TDC becomes. Also the total learning time of each chapter indicates the
quantity of the matter. Employing the total time of each chapter, we could
evaluate whether the quantity of the matter is sufficient to match students'
learning desire.

Keywords: distance learning* teaming portfolio /earning behavior learing
time distribution

1 Introcduction

1.1 The distribution of learning time with learning attitude

Teachers could interact with their students immediately at the classroom. Thus, they could get the learning
behavior of their students by students' response. The learning behavior is regarded as a good measure to
evaluate learning performance. But it is really hard to obtain every student' s learning process and attitude
because there are at least 30 students in each class. However, employing the database technology in
asynchronous learning systems, it is possible to obtain all of the student' s learning process and studying
time.

1.2 Learning time distribution

In traditional education, students learning together in the classroom at the fixed time, and teachers control
the course proceeding. But it is difficult to pay attention to all students. However, asynchronous learning
systems not only provide a brand-new perspective to long-life learning but also keep track of *ming time
of all students. In accordance with the learning time of all students, teachers could modify the matter to
match learning goals.

2 Experiment and analysis

The experimental course in our asynchronous learning system is "Basic computer concept", the materials of
the course are divided into 12 chapters. The progress-control mechanism is that students need to finish the
homework of the chapter in order to be promoted to the next chapter. Thirty participants engage in this
experiment and they are all teachers.
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The student' s learning time and login time are recorded by technologies of ASP(Active Server Page) and
Database. Therefore, we could get which chapter students read and how long they read the chapter. The
important curve, Time-Distributed Curve (TDC), is generated by linear regression analysis. From the slope
and the area of TDC, some characteristics and results are obtained.

2.1 TDC and DCA (Degree of Course Acceptance)

Student' s reading time each chapter is recorded in our experiment. The recorded time begins from the date
when the teaching materials are put in the internet for 15 days. In each chapter, all of the student' s learning
time everyday is summed up.

Employing the recorded data and derived chart, each chapter has a unique TDC (time -distributed curve) by
linear regression analysis. According to the time-distributed curve, teachers may decide whether the
materials should be improved.

Fig.1 The TDC of ch3
Fig.2 Comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5.

In Fig. 1, the X axle indicates time value and its time unit is one minute not an hour and The Y axle indicates
days. For example, the total time on the 4th day is approximate 150 minutes. The slope of the TDC is minus
because the total studying time would decrease while students proceed to study the matter.

The value of the slope is required to be concerned. The larger the value of the slope is, the smoother the
TDC becomes. For example, figure 2 made comparisons of the TDC of chapter 3,4 and 5. Obviously, the
TDC of chapter 4 has the smallest slope because it is the steepest one. And the TDC slope of chapter 3 is
slightly larger than that of chapter 5. Thus, it is the most difficult to read chapter 4 and it is the easiest to
read chapter 3. The reasons why the materials are hard to study may be either the materials are complicated
or the user interface is not friendly to read. According to the above description, the slope of TDC could be
termed as Degree of Course Acceptance (DCA, It means the harder the topic to read the smaller is the
DCA.) Besides the TDC' s slope is proposed to determine the degree of materials acceptance, there is
another important characteristic, the area of the TDC, to influence the amount of learning time.

Based on the area and slope of TDC, the difficulty and quantity of the materials could be evaluated.
According to the above description, it is shown that the quantity of materials would affect the amount of
learner' s studying time, also the difficulty of materials would affect the length of learning peaIb`d.' Due to
these reasons, there are two margin lines, quantity and difficulty, in Fig. 3. The two margin lines are terined
e are "Margin Line Of Quantity (MLOQ)" and "Margin Line Of Difficulty (MLOD)". There are plentiful
materials on the right of MLOQ, but there are poor on the left side. The upper of MLOD the materials are
located the harder they are read, but lower are easy.

Since the features of MLOQ,MLOD,DCA and the area of TDC are proposed, there are four kinds of
situations that the TDC represents as follow:
1. It is easy to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
2. It is easy to read the material, but the contents are poor.
3. It is hard to read the material, but the contents are poor.
4. It is hard to read the material, and the contents are plentiful.
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The MLOQ and MLOD could be employed to enhance discriminating the difficulty of the materials if the
DCA and the TDC's area of the chapters are different. Finally, how is the value of the MLOQ and MLOD
obtained? The MLOQ is the average of all students' learning time of one chapter. The MLOD is the average
of all students' learning days of one chapter.

Day

Margin Line of Material

Content is Hard

Material is least

Content is Easy

Material is least

Content is Hard

Material is Plenty

Content is Easy

Material is Plenty

Margin

tine of

Difficulty

Fig.3 MLOQ and MLOD
Time

Fig.4 Compares the TDCs of the ch5 & 7

2.2 Time distribution of the interdependent course

What else may affect one' s effort in the course? There are relationships between two topics. For example,
there are relationships of dependency between chapter 5(Internet I) and 7(Internet II). Generally, the topic
"Internet I" is dedicated to construct the fundamental concept and "Internet II" introduces the advanced
ideas and practice. According to the normal teaching policy in both topics, the "Internet 1" should have
fewer and simpler materials than the "Internet II". Thus learners spent much less time to study "Internet I"
than "Internet II".

Fig.4 compares the TDCs of the two chapters. As shown in Fig. 4, it is easy to find out chapter 7 has a
smaller DCA (the slope of TDC), that is, chapter 7 is harder than chapter 5. Furthermore, the area of chapter
7 is less than that of chapter 5. The TDC of chapter 5 is located at approximately 11 on Y axle and 600 on X
axle and the TDC of chapter 7 located at 12 on Y axle and 280 on X axle. According to MLOQ and MLOD
as shown in fig.3, we concluded that "The chapter 7 is more difficult than chapter 5, but its quantities are
much less". It is different from we described before, "Internet I" should have fewer matters than "Internet II".
In our experiment, we provided much more contents in chapter 5 than chapter 7. Therefore the amount of
materials in chapter 5 should be reduced.

3 Conclusions

The asynchronous learning service is an on-line collection of hypertext that provides us a new way to learn.
Their students with different native intelligence come from any place and go to learn when they would like.
It is very important to design and evaluate the asynchronous teaching matters so as to match teaching goals.
This paper proposed some basic criteria to investigate the characteristics of teaching matters, then gave an
advise to modify them to meet the learning desire. The basic criteria, the area and slope of TDCfiere derived
from learning time distribution. Through the basic criteria, instructors could modify the materials in
accordance with most students' learning pace and talent. Especially, our proposed mechanism is worth much
attention to develop the adaptive learning system. Once the asynchronous learner' s studying portfolio is
available, the materials could be real-time adjusted to match the learner' s state.
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This paper reports a research project that uses dynamic decision networks in
providing teacher with information on students' misconceptions and students
with online tutoring. A set of Bayesian networks models the conditional
dependencies between learning objectives and goals which are associated with
the curriculum. Student' s responses to test items are recorded and transformed
as evidence into a relevant Bayesian network to compute his likely state of
knowledge mastery. The personalized Bayesian network is then converted into a
dynamic decision network by adding utility and decision nodes. Tutoring policy
is followed through and necessary responses from the student are solicited using
additional test items. The student Bayesian network is updated when new
evidence arrives, and is again converted to a decision network to determine the
next tutoring policy. This process is repeated until the pre-requisites are achieved.
The results generated by the system and future directions are discussed.

Keywords: Adaptive Tutoring, Decision Network, Student Model, Tutoring
Strategy

1 Introduction

Tutoring of students is an ill-structured problem that is characterized by:
(a) Uncertainty of student's knowledge mastery.
(b) Preferences, judgements, intuition, and experience of teacher.
(c) Criteria for decisions are occasionally in conflict, and highly dependent on the teacher' s perception.
(d) Decisions must be achieved in limited time.
(e) The student's mental states evolve rapidly.

This study attempts to address these issues by using an intelligent decision-theoretic approach. The
framework of this research has contributed to the development of an intelligent decision support system
called iTutor, for tutoring Engineering Mechanics at Singapore Polytechnic.

Probabilistic or Bayesian networks [9] and decision analysis [5] have shown to be capable of OVing many
real-world problems involving reasoning and decision marketing under uncertainty. Bayes's nets anal./ for
efficient reasoning and inference about combination of uncertain evidence. Student modeling with Bayes's
nets for intelligent tutoring had achieved successes, see for example in [16], [11], and [2]. The differences in
these works lie mainly in the choice of variables and granularity of the models.

In Villano' s Knowledge Space Theory, the basic unit of knowledge is an item (in the form of a question).
The student' s knowledge state is defined as the collection of items that the student is capable of answering.
The collection of all feasible states is called the knowledge structure, and it is connected by the learning path.
By incorporating uncertainty at each node, the knowledge space can be transformed into a Bayes's net. The
Bayes's net then constitutes a student model where probabilistic reasoning can be performed when evidence
is available. Reye on the other hand, uses pre-requisite relationship of domain knowledge and dynamic belief
network for modeling student' s mastery of a topic. Finally, Conati and Vanlehn make use of teacher' s



solution(s) as the ideal model to track student' s faulty knowledge as the student solves a problem.

Our work here differs from others in that we construct relevant Bayes's nets by modeling learning objectives
(1), evidence (V) from student responses, application of knowledge to different situations (C), and learning
goal (G). A decision network [3] is then formed by adding decision and utility nodes to the Bayes's net. As
it is computationally intractable to track student' s solution in real time, we use sequential decis ions to
generate tutoring strategy that anticipates students' responses.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the conceptual framework for the
decision theoretic intelligent tutoring system called iTutor. The transformation of student's responses to
evidence is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates how the student model is constructed from a set of
Bayes's nets, while Section 5 presents the tutoring strategy model using two-step look-ahead decision
network. The results of a typical iTutor session are illustrated in Section 6. It emphasizes the automation of
decision network construction and shows that when student's responses are available, the system is able to
diagnose student's misconceptions and to provide adaptive tutoring using the generated strategy. Finally, we
conclude by discussing future directions.

2 Framework of Adaptive Tutoring

Figure 1 shows the essential components of adaptive tutoring in iTutor.
The Evidence Model converts the student
response (cuk) to item i into evidence of
knowledge mastery for a relevant learning
objective (vjk).

The Student Model consists of a set of
Bayes's nets with nodes that are either
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, or
Goal. These nodes are initialized with prior
information from the teacher' s judgement
and theoretical probability models. The
student model can be subsequently updated
to reflect a student' s knowledge mastery
when evidence is available.

Figure 1: Inferencing Kernel of Adaptive Tutoring

The Tutoring Strategy Model uses decision-theoretic approach to select satisfying [14] learning objectives
for tutoring student. The metacognition sub-module determines the appropriate tutor' s action: providing
more help or hint, prompting another question, or stop the tutoring session. Dynamic Decision Network
(DDN) provides approximate solutions for partially observable Markov decision problems, where the degree
of approximation depends on the amount of look-ahead. If the decision is to obtain evidence of mastery on a
learning objective, an item of difficulty bi that matches the student' s ability q will be selected. Student's
response is collected, evaluated, and transformed into evidence at the relevant nodes in the student model.
The chance nodes in DDN are updated and a decision policy is generated. In this way, the system is able to
adapt tutoring to the needs of the student and achieve the objectives of the curriculum.

3 Evidence Model

The student' s responses are processed in the evidence model. Let Vik be the evidence node that indicates-The
student' s (j) mastery state of learning objective k. Let X be the set of responses and xijk e )6k g X be the
response to item i which tests the kth learning objective, then

Pr(Vjk I xifit jk )11Pr(xijk I Vjk

where Pr(vjk) is the prior probability which can be obtained statistically from past data. Pr( xuk I ',k) is the
likelihood of correct-answer score. An example of the likelihood function is 4k exp(bi vjk) where Evk is the
importance of knowing learning objective k so as to answer item i correctly and bi is the difficulty index for
item i.

4 The Student Model
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The Student Model consists of a set of Bayes's nets, and each Bayes's net models the student' s mastery of a
key concept (goal). In Section 4.1, the structure of the student model is defined. The construction of Bayes's
net and the conditional probability assignment are discussed in Section 4.2. Instantiation of an evidence
node activates a message passing process in the Bayes's net. This process results in the updating of marginal
probabilities at the nodes. Most commercial software for developing probabilistic network possesses
efficient algorithm [1] for implementing the message passing process.

4.1 Semantics of the Student Model

The Student Model is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) that represents a joint probability
distribution of a key concept and several learning
objectives. A node represents the learning
objective as a random variable, and an arc
represents possible probabilistic relevance or
dependency between the variables. When there is
no arc linking two nodes, it indicates probabilistic
independence between the variables. In this study,
the variables are classified into four types
Evidence, Case, Learning Objective, and Goal as
shown in Figure 2.

More formally, a student model in iTutor is a
DAG 3 = (N, v) where N =NvuNLuNcu
N G are the nodes such that N , is a set of
evidence nodes, N Lis a set of learning objective
nodes, N c is a set of case nodes, and N G is a set
of goal nodes.

Symbol Name Function0 Evidence
Node

It contains knowledge states
based on student' s response.

Case Node
It contains knowledge states that
reflect ability to apply
knowledge in different situations
(cases).

0
411, Learning

Objective
Node

It contains knowledge states of
key learning objectives (defined
in the syllabus).

® Goal Node
The concept student is expected
to know. Each Bayed s net must
have at least one Goal node.

Figure 2: Types of Nodes in Student Model

xi/ =WpL u wpc u WpG are the arcs such that ly,/, c N x N L are arcs into learning objective nodes, yrpc N
v x NG are arcs from evidence nodes to case nodes, and typG c (N LuNG )x N G are arcs from learning
objective or goal nodes to the goal nodes.

Notice that evidence nodes have no parent node and only evidence nodes could be the parents of case nodes.
Goal nodes are always sink nodes and they have parents that are either learning objective nodes or goal
nodes. This signifies that mastery of a concept (goal node) is dependent on the mastery of learning
objective(s) and/or pre-requisites (other goal nodes).

4.2 Construction of a Bayes's Net

Figure 3 shows a Bayes's net on mastery of a hypothetical concept (goal) "XYZ". Each node has three
knowledge states: non-mastery, partial-mastery, and mastery. The
granularity of Bayes's net depends on the number of nodes and its states.
However, as the granularity becomes finer, the number of entries in the
conditional probability table grows exponentially.

Values at the root nodes are known as prior probabilities while that at
other nodes are conditional probabilities. To use the probabilistic
network the random variables must be initialized with prior probability
values. These values may be based on teacher's belief or past statistics.
An intuitive method is to generate a probability table based on seven-
category of the difficulty of learning objectives (see Table 1). These
probability values are to be input as the prior probability of the related
evidence. The teacher also has the flexibility to amend the values based
on their belief and context of usage. On the other hand, the probability
values can be obtained from statistics of previous tests/examinations. A
simple procedure for the use of past statistics is:
a) Assigned learning objectives to each question;

Table 1 Category of
Difficulty in Mastering the

Learning Objective
Probability values

Category NM PM M

very easy 0.001 0.009 0.99

easy 0.01 0.09 0.90

fairly easy 0.05 0.15 0.80

Neutral 0.10 0.20 0.70

fairly
-difficult 0.20 0.30 0.50

difficult 0.30 0.40 0.30

very
difficu lt

0.40 0.50 0.10



b) Enter student's responses (in terms of percentage) for the questions that she has answered;
c) Compute the average number of students (in percentage) for each mastery category: 040 (non-

masterystate), 40-70 (partial-mastery state), and 70-100 (mastery state).

Evidencel.

Et
LI

NM 'PM M
0.005NM 0,990 0.005

0.005 0:990.. 0.005
0.005 0.005 0.990

0,3010301 0.398

Leruning
Objeetive I

L I L2 Goal "XYZ-
NM PM M

NM NM 0.980 0.010 0.010
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NM: M 0595 COW 0.39$
PM NM 0,395' 0.595 0010
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2 0.301 .0:435 0.264
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2
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Legend.
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LI LearningObjectivel
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Marginal ProblibilitiCa

Note: The prior probability for Evidence I is obtained from Table I (difficult Learning Objective I)
**The. prior probabili y for Evidence 2 is obtainedfront statistics

If a probability distribution function is able to describe the statistics, it can be used. In Figure 3, the values
Pr(E2=non-mastery) = 0.30, Pr(E2=partial-mastery) = 0.50, and Pr(E2=mastery) = 0.20 are obtained from
statistical data for this particular evidence. It is acceptable for another person to assign different probability
values so long as it is consistent with the probability axioms [12]. Since the decision theory approach is
normative rather than descriptive, it is able to explain the actions of the decision-maker.

For any node nq, the conditional probability required to specify the Bayes's net is computed based on the
relative ,importance (weights) of the parent nodes pa(nq) to itself.
If the state of nq and pa(nq) is the same, then Pr(nq I pa(nq )) = E (wpq -(c -1)x)

pa(nq)

else Pr(nq I pa(nq )) = I tc
Pa(nq)

where c is the number of states and() wpq 5. 1.

(1)

xis a constant and a measure of uncertainty such as careless errors, lucky guesses, changes in the student
knowledge state due to learning and forgetting, and patterns of student responses unanticipereil by .the
designer of the student model. The weights wpq are either assessed based on the teacher's subjective judgment
or past students' responses to closely related items.

Referring to Figure 3, since Leaming_Objective_l is dependent only on Evidence_1, w1 = 1. Let
Leaniing_Objective_l has greater influence on mastery of goal "XYZ" than Learning_Objective_2, wig =
0.6, and wig = 0.4. Assigning lc= 0.005, the conditional probability tables can be computed using equation
(1).

5 Tutoring Strategy

When a student logon to iTutor, the system automatically searches his ability index from the database. The
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ability index is either computed from the tests taken previously by the students, or from her knowledge states
in the student model (see Section 5.1). Human tutors consider the student' s emotional state in deciding how
to respond. Similarly in iTutor, the system considers factors such as response time, response pattern, student
knowledge structure to determine tutoring actions: give more hint, help, ask another question, or stop the
tutoring session. If the decision is to prompt another item, a learning objective and an appropriate item will
be selected to coach her (see Section 5.2). Section 5.3 discussed the generation of tutoring strategy based on
student' s response.

5.1 Mapping of Knowledge State to Student Ability

Let the student' s ability be Of = ji , 0j2 ) . A function f vi, > qm where vim is the evidence

at the goal node (g) of mth Bayes' s net. An example of such function is:

IN
(1.5, 0.6 ) vfin > 0 7

eim = N (0.5,1) 0.4 < vim < 0.7

N ( 1, 1.2 ) v -fi < 0 4
n

The computed ability index is then used to categorize
(Advance, Intermediate, or Beginner) the student. An
appropriate learning objective is selected based on the
heuristic shown in Table 2. Value assignment is used to
compute the path length of Bayes' s net and is used as
preference for tutoring policy generation. They are as
follow:

where N a) denotes a normal distribution with
mean t and standard deviation a

value(() = 0 for GE {Goal nodes} and ch(G) =4>
value(ch(N)) = 0 if ch(N) =
value(N) = value (ch(N)) + 1 for node N

where ch(N) is the child node of N

5.2 Item Selection

(2)

Table 2 Search Heuristic for Identifying
Learning Objective for Coaching

Category
Identification of first

Learning Objective for tutoring
Advance
Intermediate
Beginner
N&

25% of pathLength*
50% of pathLength
75% of pathLength
50% of pathLensth
( ipathLength/2 I )

Note:
* pathLength denotes max(value(N)) VN e Bayes's

net.
The value(N) assignment is stated in equation 2

# The category New refers to students who login to the
system the first time

Each item is tagged with an index (b1) that estimates the minimum ability to answer it correctly with 0.5
probability. The items are assumed to be independent and the index obtained through statistic of past
students' attempts or assigned using teacher' s belief. Subsequent update of item difficulty index may be
performed through item response theory [4] such as Rasch model [10].
From the set of items related to a learning objective, an item i is selected based on: q < e where c is a

Table 3 Utility of Various Outcomes

Condition / Expression Preference
Decision: Stop

S(N)="M" & value(N) = 0 I

S(N)="N" & value(N) = 0 0

k= number of Nk e (( Nk, S)) with same S, 1 k 15

number of tries, n, for the same learning objective 1 n 15
Decision: Ask item on same N

S(IV) ="m" 0

S(N) = "N" I

S(N) = "P" value(N)
xi., where a constantnis(i

pathLength)

Decision: Ask item on ch(N)
S(N) = "M" 1

S(N)="N" 0

y= m a x ( P r ( S(ch(N)) =" NI" I x = I) - Pr( S(ch(N)) =" N"lx = 0)

Decision: Ask item on pa(N)
S(N) = "M" 0

S(N) = "N" 1

I = max(Pr( S(Pa (N)) ="M" I x =1) Pr(S( pa (N)) =" N "I x = OD

Remarks: S(Mdenotes the knowledge state of node N

ch(N) denotes child node of node N

Figure 4: Dynamic Decisi&etwo*

Table 4 Utility Values for Item
Difficulty Level Selection

Current Current Next Question Typ
Knowledge Response

Easy i Ave. DinState
(States) (El)

Non- Correct -0.2 I 0

Mastery Wrong 0.4 -0.2 -0.4

Partial Correct -0.4 0.2 I

Mastery Wrong 0.4 I -0.2

Mastery Correct -0.4 -0.2 -0.2

Wrong -0.2 0.2 -0.2



it+

pre-defined small value. This ensures selected item is challenging and likely to be solved by the student.
Teacher' s solution will be displayed upon student' s request so that she can learn from her mistake. This
strategy assumes student' s ability is dynamic and can be raised to higher levels through self-paced computer-
aided tutoring.

5.3 Tutoring Policy Generation

To bring the probabilistic network one step closer to
being a useful intelligent tutoring system, automated
decision-making capability has been added. When
asked to provide a tutoring policy for the student, the
system generates a course of action based on her
current mastery states. The tutoring policy aims to
use a series of items with differing difficulty to
determine more precisely her mastery of specific
learning objectives. Items are categorized into easy,
average and difficult. In this project, a two-step look-
ahead dynamic decision network is recommended so
as to compromise between the need to invoke policy
generation routine for a decision and the long
computing time to generate policy with many
decisions.

Figure 4 shows a dynamic decision network (DDN)
used in this study. In addition to the decision nodes
for current and ftture time steps, the DDN also
contains the previous decision, 131.1, as an evidence
node. When the evidence for state t arrives, the probability distributions of State, are updated [1] using the
prediction-estimation process (see Figure 5). After the in itial prediction of probabilities (Bel*), State0.1
estimates the new belief based on projected evidence [13]. This process repeats for Statei+2. Eventually, the
expected utility is evaluated by a sequence of summations and maximizations. Tables 3 and 4 show the
utility functions for node Ui+2 Selecting the outcomes with maximum expected utility value constitute the
tutoring policy.

Define a Bayes's net with nodes 1s./,
E, be the evidence at time t,
Bel(N) be a vector of probabilities (updated overtime),
d, be the decision at time t, and
a be the normalization constant.

Prediction I:Bel (Nit)FEN, Pr(N+1 IN idr)Bel(1/44)

Estimation 1: Be1(M +1) tCePr(t+1 I M+1)Bel* (4+1)
Prediction 2:

Bel *(4+2) < /Ng+, Pr(N+2 I N+i, dr +1)BeI(Nr +1)

Estimation 2: Be1N+2) F Cd'IlEt+2 14+2)Bel *04+2)
Expected Utility : ) max EN

+I
PliN+1 I N.dt)x

d

rim EN PrA+2 I 4,44+1,d,+1)x
d,+1 +2

U(N,, d, dt+1,N, +2 )

Figure 5: Prediction-estimation Process

6 An Illustration

6.1 Construction of a Decision Network

In this Project, the construction of all probabilistic networks is performed using Netica API [7]. A module
leader enters the learning objectives and the weights of the key concept Forces using Microsoft Access [6].
The probabilistic values shown in Figure 6 are entered based on past examination results. By clicking the
button "Model Construction", a Bayes's net (see Figure 7) and a decision network (see Figure 8) on "Forces"
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kit em,0
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I
5127 .11,1= '11 13:1 131 'Oa

C.; 5111711417 (0711,1 ..71 113 let e63

d_S p awns Geoid Li IC IS 0.3
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Figure 6: A Snapshot on Data Entry for Model
Construction
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Figure 7: Bayes's Net on Forces



will be created. Teachers who are familiar with Netica application [8] can use the generated Bayes's net to
perform what-ifanalysis. For example, a teacher may want to determine the likely student's improvement if
he provides remedial instructions on "Resolutions of Vectors". He can do so by instantiating the evidence
node e2_4 to "Mastery" state, and observe the probability of mastery in the goal node labeled Forces.

6.2 Diagnosis of a Student's Misconceptions

The items to be presented to the students are coded by
the teacher using Scientific Notebook [15]. With iTutor,
the teacher is able to monitor student's progress through
the database management tool. Figure 9a shows a
snapshot of a student who had answered item
"Force_001" correctly and partially correct for item
"Force_004". The teacher can track a student's mastery
states by clicking the "Advice" button. The system
transforms the responses to evidence, and instantiates the
evidence nodes in the Bayes's net as shown in Figure 9b.
The posterior mastery states are displayed (see Figure 9c).
The output also provides the teacher information on
specific learning objectives to tutor. In addition, he can
also examine the detailed strategy by clicking the
"Tutorial Strategy" button. This action causes the generation of a decision network (see Figure 9d). Figure
9e shows items to be posed to the student if she continues with the online tutorial. At any stage, the teacher
may intervene by providing personal coaching.

CEND 4EIWEI

n> lb-wpm Forces

CM et
eiL"

CE1F, Response

Figure 8: Decision Network on Forces

7 Conclusions

Presently, the students' knowledge states remain unchanged until additional evidence is available. The
system also uses a constant learning rate for all students. One future direction is to include additional
parameters to model student forgetting and learning rates. Another area is to provide a user interface for
teachers not familiar with Netica application to perform what-if analysis. In this way, the teacher will be
able to focus on student's issues rather than to learn another software tool. The next future direction is to
include probability functions other than Normal distribution. This is essential when the ability distribution of
student cohort is not symmetric.

A significant result of this project is the use of Bayesian networks to generate sound probabilistic inferences.
Another contribution is the automation of decision networks construction. The recommended strategy is
used in adaptive tutoring. With iTutor, teacher is able to monitor the student's progress and yet had time for
lesson preparation and coaching of weaker students. In addition, the teacher has accessed to the student's
knowledge states and actions taken by iTutor at every stage of the tutoring process. Moreover, it enables
students to have tutorials customized to their needs.
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(a) User interface for teacher to track student's progress
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(b) Bayes's net running as background
process (transparent to user)

Student ID: 1111

The student's mastery states are :
Learning Objective NonMastery Partial Mastery

I

I I

I

I I

I I

I

I

I

101,211.=

NM
rorarm.

I 1
1 fil) Dynamic decision network running as background

/ 1 process (transparent to user)
/ 1

Or 1

Value
12_1 Vectors 0.010 0.010 0.980 93.75
12_2 Vector Addition 0.014 0.599 0.387 69.87
12_5 Direction 0.010 0.010 0.980 93.75
12_6 Angle 0.010 0.010 0.980 93.75
12_7 Magnitude 0.010 0.010 0.980 93.75
12_3 Resultant Vector 0.030 0.168 0.802 85.71
12_4 Resolution 0.014 0.599 0.387 69.87
gl SI Units 0.000 0.000 1.000 95.00
g2 Forces 0.030 0.272 0.698 81.59

The expected score for this key concept Forces is 81.59.

Based on the knowledge states, you may want to provide coaching in
Vector Addition, and Resolution.

(c) Output of student's mastery states

Figure 9: Overview of an iTutor Session

Student ID: 1111
With regard to the key concept Forces, the course of action
is :

select average item from 12_2 (Force_002)
if response is correct then

select difficult item from 12_2 (Force_012)
if response is correct then

select average item from 12_4 (Force_013)
else

select average item from 12_2 (Force_021)
else

select easy item from 12_2 (Force_003)
if response is correct then

select average item from 12_2 (Force_017)
else

select easy item from 12_2 (Force_006)

(e) Output of tutoring strategy
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